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| 
BREAKING THE HOBBIT DEPT. BOT | See 

It was a time of ill tidings. Good men fell, and great woejand calamity shrouded the realm. And nowhere 

was the scourge more bleak, or the disaster more vast, than in the land of New Line Cinema! Many disas- 

ters at the box office nearly put them in the land of perpetual darkness. Just as there seemed to be no 

future for New Line or its bottom line, a single shaft of hope pierced the gloom. Nay, not one shaft of light, 

J 3 

but THREE! A trilogy of movies sure to entice every fantasy-hungry role player, isolated mouth-breather | ie 

and embittered loser in the land to make the arduous trek to the cineplex again, and again, and still . We N 

again! Hopefully the fortunes of New Line would be restored, but only ifa wary publicdid not become... | | i oT h e 

BA \. <a | SEE Ss 

On the other hand, | made my reputation 
as one of the finest Shakespearean actors | 
and have been nominated for an Academy 
Award! As Gandoof, | wear a fake beard 

and silly hat and play the part of a 
great magician rather convincingly! Watch 
closely as my credibility as an actor totally 

Why did they choose me to play Dodo Gaggings? 
Obviously, it wasn’t for my talent as an actor! 
The director needed to find the right person to 

portray a Slobbit who is 3 feet, 6 inches tall! After 
they put 2-inch lifts in my shoes, we were in busi- 
ness! You've never seen a lead character like me! 
| may be the first action-adventure hero in movie 

history who could get his butt kicked by Harry Potter! 

I’m Peppercorn, but some 
call me Spider! Others call me 

} Longstinks, the Renuzit, Elfdrone 
or Telemundo! I’ve got more 

stupid extra names than P. Diddy 
and the Wu-Tang Clan combined! 
What | don’t have is a decent 
shampoo and conditioner! 

As you can see from my bow, 
| am the archer Legolamb! 

My archery skills are 
unsurpassed! My acting skills? 
Let’s put it this way, I’m so off 
target I've hit the screen of the 
next cineplex! Bilbo Baggin’s 

butt in The Hobbit, to be exact! 

Behold Aspercreme, the bad guy wizard with a 
serious wand up his butt! Gandoof never realized 

that I was on the side of evil! He should have 
gotten a clue when | pulled arabbit out of my | 

hat and immediately put it into a blender! | hate | 
Gandoof for his naive faith in goodness, and also 
because his facial hair is two inches longer than 

even in the wizard world! 

strong and brave! | have pledged 
my life against evil, in hopes that 

| can return to my homeland, 
which has been completely 

burned and destroyed! | said | 
was valiant, strong and brave... 

I never said | was smart! 

ARTIST: HERMANN MEJIA WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN 

uy iS NE 

| may look like something that Eh! Eh! Me am Golfclub, and me We're Pim I'm Billboard Gaggings, oldest ple As Argon, the immortal \ b 
and Baggybuns, | living Slobbit! On the outside, Elf princess, people got coughed up by a 400-pound I appear in this episode, all-knowing elf queen, | have been driven insane! Not by 

sidekick! I'm dim-witted, the two most I appear to be a friendly, : ask me, was it hard finding cat, but I’m Gimmicki, the 5 but as one of the Dorcs, I'm the wisest Ring, by this cockamamie three- 
afraid to talk to girls and incompetent happy-go-lucky fellow! But the inspiration to play a angry dwarf! How do I figure the allegedly deadly character of all! 

Slobbits around! 
Give either of us 

half a chance, and 
we'll stick our foot 

in our mouths! 

an all-around nothing — 
in other words, I’m this 
film’s target audience! 

Mi If | wasn’t in this movie, I'd 
be first on line to see it! 

everybody can see that just 
beneath the cheery surface, 
I’m really a twisted, bitter, 

jealous, desperately unhappy 
dwarf! Just like Billy Crystal! 

in all this confusion? I’m 
| waiting for someone to tell me! 

I'm not sure if | appear in 
this segment or either of the 

next two they filmed! 

bizarre ancient character 
who goes on forever? 

Actually, it came easy to 
me! My dad is Steven Tyler 

from Aerosmith! 

And to stand out even 
more, notice how I’m }, 
backlit! Like someone 

in a feminine 
hygiene commercial! 

creatures in service 
of Sorehead’s evil 

desires, we have a higher 
mortality rate than 
sitcoms on the CW! 

main characters! Characters? 
It was easier to keep the dogs 
straight in 101 Dalmatians! 

i HAV, we iy 



Of course, of 
course! Now, pass 

I'm so glad that 
you could visit, 

we're smoking? The Grateful Dead! 

Like Oprah, 
the Ring is all- 

powerful! It warps 
souls! It destroys 
minds! It plunges 

its owners into 
eternal slavery! 

Gee, thanks! 
With a caring 
protector like 
you watching 
my back, this 
could be the 

first one-movie 
‘trilogy ever! 

They're Though you are 
both so hurt and sick, a 

beautiful... Slobbit should not 
so round speak about the 

lips of a princess! 

Gandoof! But me another 30 
are you sure |] sweetcakes and keep 
this is just | quiet so | can hear 

natural Shire the music of this 
vegetation young, hot new band, 

inner 

sense 
tells me 

that YOU 
must be 

Mr. Dodo 
Gaggings! 

yy © 

I'd like to thank all the little people! 
HA! I’ve waited 111 years to use that 
joke! Anyway, I’m glad you all could 
come to my birthday party! And | am 
deeply sorry that the 111 candles on 

Hey, nice catch, 
Eagle Eye Cherry! 
Wanna join us? 

We could really use 
the sort of keenly- 
honed skills that 
can pick out four 

midgets in a crowd! 

Huff, wheeze...I’m 
not lusting over your 
lips! I’m looking at 
those two beauties! 

What? You 
dare to stare 
at my royal 

the Ring 
away 

from me! 

A horse is a corpse, of course, of course! 
And I am the corpse that rides the horse. 
And with great force and no remorse, 

d we kill those Slobbits dead! d) 

Yowww! And yet, 
I don’t mind the pain! 
Finally, | get to play 
another onscreen 

emotion besides “look- 
ing dumbfounded.” 

eZ uly | 

ZA 
(| Wow! I haven't £& 
| | seen someone that 

scared of wearing 
a littlebitty gold 
ring since Oprah's 

Are you doing 

No, your knees! 
Don’t forget, I’m 
three feet tall! 

boyfriend, 

one now? 
I'm having 
trouble 

telling the 
difference! 



a. 4 
I'm oy 

sorry we And that 
took the we tried 
main 
road 

and got 
you 

caught! 

We've got to 
“4 band together 

to stop 
Sorehead! 

By hiking across 
this mountain, we'll 
sneak into Torpor 

unobserved! 

to float the 
raft away, 
leaving 
you to 

get killed! 

Sorehead is 
getting more [4 
powerful by | 
the minute! 

or iz 92 Nee! F 6. 33 
(EES a7 RI : 

ne Oe Ryne & a 

i LL7 NWT LAI 
And how 
in the bar, 
we told 

| | everybody 
) who you 

You’d give 
up your 

immortality 
to marry me? 
What made 
you decide? 

We're about 90 minutes 
into an eight-hour trilogy, 
and already it feels like a 

lifetime! Suddenly 
“forever” doesn’t seem 
like such a great thing! 

ention the 
campfire that 

4 we set attract- 
ed the horse- 
men, and you 
almost died! 

okay. But 
would you 
mind not 
leaning on 

ae ae 
Uh...does it strike anyone | ~ 
as strange that the #1. | 

bad guy in this movie isn’t | 
actually IN this movie? 

——— 

541 Dodo, | want you to 
ae have this. It’s magic 

Slobbit chain mail 
that will protect 

u from harm! 

EE 

Soon, | 
Sorehead 

will 
strike! 

Nice timing! The only way 
this gift could matter more |. 
to me is if I'd gotten it back 

| in the Shire! You know, like 
BEFORE | got stabbed? 

Yeah, who could EVER spot nine 
black silhouettes doing two 

miles an hour against 400 miles 
of pure white snow? Shrewd! 

Listen to this ancient book! It describes the dwarf army’s 
final moments! “The dwarves fought bravely, but 

were overwhelmed by numbers. The dorcs broke through 
the dwarf position and entered the chamber. Arghh! 
I was cut through by a dorc! My blood flowed freely! 

My heart came to a halt! And then I died — of boredom, 
as will be the fate of all who continue this endless quest!” 



We killed the stone ogre! It’s good he's 
1 dead! There’s 

Aye, but here only room for 
comes another fy oneof usona 
ogre...and he Burger King 

looks a lot tougher! plastic cup! 

Dodo, you're heavily armed. 
You're surrounded by a bunch 

of useless hangers-on and body- 
guards. You keep getting whacked 

31 by random violence. And your life 
revolves around gold jewelry. 

See 
everybody 

in the 
sequel, 
next 

yeeeee- 
aaarirrr! 

am 
Middle- 
Earth’s 
first 

In my travels, 
I've seen so 

few creatures 
like you! 

Elves? 
Telepaths? 

Do not waste 

your final 
moments 

in vexation! 

+ Banish all dolor, |. 
or pangs 

of chagrin! 

as 

Maybe 
three! 
The 

jury’s 
still 

out on 

No, GIRLS! 
This story 
has 185 

characters, 
and a big 

TWO of them 

17 arrows in four 
seconds, and every 
one of them hit the 
target! How do you 
explain that kind 

of shooting? 

Hey, my bowstring 
broke in between 

arrows #12 and #13! 
I had to stop to 
fix it! It could’ve 

happened to anyone! 

What kind 
of battle is 

this? There's 
5,000 of us 

and eight 
of them! 

rap star! 

Good point. 
We're 

doomed! 
Let’s get 

the hell out 
of here! 

are women! 

wide rain fearwon 

WO 
ais 

fey 
WN, ed) 

Th 

Vexation? Chagrin? I’m pissed off! 
Gandoof dies, but he’s coming back! 

Everyone thought Sorehead died, but he 
came back! Dodo practically dies, TWICE, 

and he comes back twice! But ME? 
I'm dead, dead, DEAD! That's it! 

Get my freakin’ agent on the cell phone! 

Py) 
Yom <s 

| VA: 

es 
Uh Ay, 
if 7 ! 

! 

" Dodo, we did it! 
| Well, um, actually, we 

didn’t do anything! 
We got chased 

and stabbed and 
captured! But at 
least we made it 
to the end. Our 

challenge is over! 

AG d 

et fn). N4 

= 

TW) 
1 Winx. | 

ae Be 

] But this is only Part One, Spam! We have 
much deadlier enemies ahead of us! 
Harry Potter and Anakin Skywalker! 

And even if we make it past those two, 
up ahead are statues of Austin Powers, 
the Men in Black, the Scorpion King 

and Spider-Man! Next to those 
opponents, fighting the armies of 
Sorehead is going to be a breeze! 
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COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS 
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Pets are usually 

impossible to train... 

Pets are 

royal Wamexe) ale-iaal are, 

with their own comfort... 

Pets often run off 

Tale Mel-) mlal comm ice) ele) (- sam 

sometimes 

turn on 

their 

masters... 

FINIGHEY 
WITH THAT. 

Pets can 

easily be 

freaked... 



“1 DIDN'T HAVE A ROLLED-UP NEWSPAPER; 
SO I SWATTED HIM WITH MY KINDLE.” 

WRITER AND ARTIST: P.C, VEY 

TANOIN LLOOS ‘LSILYY GNV Y3LIUM 

WO) Wed OOS RP BRAS 

6 

She 
Rete Pry, 
Buy a new pet today— 

or tomorrow! 

“Puffy,” Pot-Bellied Python, 6 
We don’t know what sort of pet is in 
his stomach, but we will throw it in 
for free! 555-6294 
Far ee a ee EA TE 

“Copperfield,” 
Jack Russell Terrier, 5 

Can do. an amazing assortment of 
tricks: fetch ball, roll over, pull 
rabbits out of a hat, make Statue of 
Liberty disappear, etc. 555-0033 

“Rusty,” Free-Range 
Lawn Flamingo, 12 

ae aluminum, has had all shots 
and been spayed. Free to 
home. 555-0011 

WRITER: JEFF KRUSE ARTIST: SCOTT BRICHER 

uIz! 
t he can't see YOU, 50 

“H's me” or “It is I"? 

THE QUICK Q 
Q: You knock on your friend's 

door, bu 

he asks “Who is it?” Do you answer 

be “It is |.” but you will answe
r 

times sound like a dork wh
en 

e 

15 TIP: 
an many things, 

aword that 7 nee use of the fact 
nit 

WRITER AND ARTIST: AL JAFFEE 

As The correct grammar woul
d 

“W's me” because you some 

you use correct grammar. 

«tell | 10) “ wt’ jan 

The word al » Hig NO 

that i
is so 

conver
 vient,

 estab
lished

 and 

not allow
ed t0 yse 

it. 

FUN WORD FACT: 
The record for most consecuti

ve vowels in a word is 

seven, in “aiiieee,” the sound of some
one falling off a 

building. (It is sometimes spelled “aaiieee.”) 

easy t0 spel YO" 

WRITER: JEFF KRUSE 

SHOULD WE BE HAPPY 
IF TEXAS SECEDES? 

ES! 
Cowboys will finally i

e 

bsurd “Americ
 ‘ST 

her Civil War,
 

‘ lector’s ches
s set 

The Dallas 

drop their a 

There may be
 ano 

means another cool
 co 

orge W. Bush 
Ll 

the tcally be
 on foreign soil 

Alamo once an or all 

WRITER: JEFF KRUSE 
ARTIST: BOB STAAKE 

SN EN ANN ISVV{V T= 
mol => (0) =)y =) QUESTIONS 

Is that from a 
leaking pipe? 

No, it's” No , , your 
from |! house is 

somebody crying 
watering because 
their lawn you're 
upstairs. So stupid. 

No, that 
water's 

coming from 
a flooded 
basement 

in China! 

WRITE YOUR Ow SNAPPY ANSWER HERE! 

NO! You'll need 4 Passport for th trips to the Toilet Ose ‘ongranticipated Seat Museum in an Antonio 

aye anthems 
Frito-Lay j i 

“heen 

ve pre In Plano ~ meaning Amey; ace a Crippling Funyuns tariff ine Onger pe 
We'll have to lie 



A TOY WE'RE SURPRISED THEY 

HAVEN'T MADE VET 

You'd think 

someone who's faster 

than a speeding bullet 

re '6 be late for WARP ON: Who needs flies uct 
. potatoes? ae 

: H ome 
Use your favorite cuts of beef, PRS you ep eae that 

THE PUZZLE NOOK | | feve,'smb and liver to make ee ee ~ or ¢ you Tol eek funny figures. Suppertime g ae it aia Cpreenece 
Which of the 4 choices best un for the whole family! ’ 

completes this phrase? = 

Sa ae Pos 

“At your age | was already paying my 
Classmates to do my homework.” 

?_GER NEVER | wi : . ey 
j ' P Newsies , WRITER AND ARTIST: P.C. VEY 

SOLVED ANYTHING - 4 oe py Ts vara lao ¥ — | 7 AB ae. GANGSTA RAPPER ' young lady! 

Superman 

; 1. AN__ 

2. TONY THETI__ 

OR vAGt IRA EXTREMIST? GAAS 
1) O'Shea Jackson (G \ 3. ARNOLD | : SS _ See) | 

SCHWARZENEG  ™ - = j —— ma . 2) Sean O’Bradaigh — = 
| - Hel , | 3 ote p me j ) Calvin Broadus 

4. EATING A BOO __ =z ag a Se d = Aquaman! ~ 4) Gerry Adams WRITERS: CHARLIE KADAU AND JOE RAIOLA PHOTO: IRVING 
Qe 

WRITER AND ARTIST: PATRICK MERRELL aie YF . i z mag S3 mae! 2) et aot colts es : — : , | 6) Owen Kirwan 

Waran 7) Lonnie Lynn 
: Can‘t you inconsiderate losers 8) Thomas Donnelly Lp Whi shut your traps, turn off your : 
VWEEEEEEEL ) damn phones, and get a zaN oa by Sonny — You F 9) Shawn Carter The following are rappers 3 Z babysitter for two freakin’ EPI ae Y > - |] just ate. You cant 10) John Mcintosh (The rest are extremists): 

hours?!? Youre ruining the e 4 - : 4 go into the water for 11) Artis Ivey (yejne7 uaanp) suamg eueg Meoun & . : | Ka at least a half s (1-29)) mouroy f 

d WY SY Pesst | > | "IN \ an hour! 12) Nicholas Tyrrell (oyoog) Aany aa 
—— — At ait rT J _ ; (Z-Aep) sayeg umeys 13) Tracy Morrow (uounuo9) uuh7 ajuu07 
, 

14) Felix Rourke (Appia d) squiog uyor ueas 
i 

ARTIST: GARY HALLGREN 
WRITER: BRIAN FRAZER (660g doous) snpeolg umeg oS Hay wee 

15) Dana Owens (2qng 29)) uosyaer ays. i} here! : we = 4S Yo ; +H -_ : 
WRITER: ARIEKAPLAN ARTIST: SCOTT BRICHER 

Sir, if you don’t quiet down, I'm 
going to have to ask you to leave. 

Y ¥) 

( haN 

Hing 

WRITER AND ARTIST: GARTH GERHART 

WRITER: ANTONIO PROHIAS 
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FY IT’S ‘SPLAINING CATS AND DOGS DEPT. 

IS YOUR UIFE IN THE DOGHOUSE: 
HAS THE CAT GOT YOUR TONGUE? 

YOU'RE NOT ALONE... 

From 
the 

Case 
Files 

Vag 
ARTIST & 
WRITER: 

TERESA 
BURNS 

PARKHURST Pet ae 
Psychologis COLORIST: 

CARRIE 
STRACHAN 

DENT -EléHT FREAKIN CATA IN HE HOUSESLT keep teLLin' 
her IT AIN'T N@RMAL/ SHE $a¥5 “Oooh T ove MY 
babies! T SAY she Loves the slink 3 cat pee on hee Toaster! 

[en <2] 
I cant atl a jib: MY Regume Is im peccab le, 

but EVERTTIME T'n, passed aves Tor 4 
Dog! T mean, T can smell, 4 bot! Gimms 

a homb- PIL smell it! T can get a blind 
guy’ acres the steeet!T can pull 4 CaRT. 

ape , 
/ Nese a ( ‘ (@| 

iTve Known it since I wal 4 pup. T neve Wanted fo bite 
the mailman ,] Wanted to BE the mailman... Can T Smoke in here’ 



@F a 

Just when things ake goiny keat between me and ome 
Really nice, new Stuffed to¥, 1 shake if te smithereens! 
EVERYTIME! T know its self-Sabotage, but I CANT StoP. 

If Im NOT adopted how come CveRone else 
in the family LoVes to Read ?How come Lim the 
ONLY one that can Cager a tune ?/HUH ? And 

NO one but me Gnaws at theig. bitte! 

On pA 

| T guess the ‘bottom tox Me was when they had to Use tie] 
jaws of Life te ectact mi head trem the john... thats 
when I Knew MY toilet Aginking Was yi of Con tro] - 

5 of your 4 Lives ake papptning |IMaryaget 1S the 
Simultaneously. 1S this MaKyanel |fonl- smelling 
I'm Spteking with Right now! |teamp whe 

= hangs with 

of the alley: 
rio te 

ay 

ave ,what is it You ake teving to Communicate 

time You Relocate You Tands from the |ox 

to othew, special PLACES in Your house? 



OUT, DAMNED SPOT! DEPT. 

AN EDITORIAL NOTE ABOUT 

THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE: 

Dp 
wy 

= 

problem, as scenes above will attest. What is that problem? Is it that 

¢? Is it that the real culprit is getting away scot -free? No, the big 
Doing an article like this gives MAD a big 

“Doggie-Do Problems” without making MAD readers sick for a week! 
the Policeman is arresting the lesser culpri 

problem is: How to illustrate an article solving 

Dee 

TV Commercials handle unpleasant subjects? Like when they substitute nice clean 

Well, MAD is going to substitute nice clean link sausages for (Yecch!)—you 

n this next article, don’t blame us for your disgusting imagination! 
TV to the rescue! Ever notice how 

plastic discs for cruddy false teeth? 

know what! So if you see anything else depicted i 



as 3 es : 2 _S = J a ” Aj 

What do all the people above have in common? They live in a Big City! And you’ve all heard how 
Big Cities are going to the dogs! Well, it’s true! With the increased crime, more and more City 
Dwellers are taking big dogs into their tiny apartments and homes. And this is cruel and inhu- 
mane, considering the lack of running, jumping and scampering space in a Big City...not for 
the dogs, but for the people who are trying to avoid what these hounds are dropping all over 
the place! So, before our Big Cities all turn into gigantic dog toilets, we at MAD now offer... 

>) 0) FL U4 BT Oy i 
‘xe 

iby Cm i i ba 
IDO Er ert a De 
PROBLEMS 
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SNAP-ON TAIL BAG MOBILE REAR COVER PORTABLE POOP CART 

All of the above “Self-Service Devices” serve the same to roam freely while protecting the enviroment. In each 
function, are easy and convenient to use, and permit dogs _case, disposable plastic liner is removed and discarded. 

One boot has brush in back, other boot has hinged scoop 
with snap. Deft lift of hinged boot opens scoop, while This diaper-like item is similar to the popular ones used 
brush neatly tosses “sausages” into scoop, which clicks by modern Mothers on their infants...and are just as easy 
safely shut by stamping down hard .. . but not too hardi to put on, remove and dispose of after puppy has used it. 

ON-OFF SWITCH 

STORAGE BATTERY 

} — 
x z ° pe Hi WS 

This completely self-contained Chemical Treatment Plant converts sgl 
offending matter into harmless inoffensive chemical components, then 
hurls it into the air as dust, where it falls to earth as fertilizer. 



LEVER #1 

LEVER #2 

BRUSH FOR SWEEPING 
OFFENDING MATTER 
INTO HOLE LEFT BY 
TAKING GRASS PLUG 

SHARP-TOOTHED 
STEEL —?> 

PLUG-CUTTER 
This ingenious device is perfect for dog-owners and/or victims with lawns. Placed next to 
offending matter and lowering Lever #1 causes toothed-cylinder to cut and take plug from 
lawn. Next, pushing Lever #2 causes brush to sweep offending matter into plug hole. And 
finally, raising Lever *1 sharply replaces grass plug neatly and cleanly back into lawn. 

TRAPDOOR STORAGE CONTAINER 
; a SIGNAL LIGHT 

] 
Q 

\ THAT TURNS ON 
RELEASE ez, a) SIGNAL LIGHT 

TRappDooR ——> }¥ } 
>, TRAPDOOR XY TRIGGER SWITCH 

% « Gb 

When bulb is squeezed, two chemicals are forced to mix and 
squirt from nozzle, covering offending matter. In minutes, 
mixture sets, freezing sausages (snicker) inside the hard 
acrylic plastic blob, which can now be picked up easily and 
disposed of, or kept and given away as novel paperweight. | 

sie want e iz : iy x\ Ns Ay 
Ns od aay Mara 

= This practical item can be worn indoors as well as outdoors. 
Switch inside container is activated by slightest pressure, 
causing signal light to go on. It is then a simple matter to 

ACRYLIC i ) drag the dog’s rear end over to an acceptable dumping place, 
CHEMICALS ene 4 pull the trapdoor release and dispose of the offensive stuff. 

RELEASE 
Va BUTTON 

PLASTIC 

merely place dispenser end over it, (B) press release button in handle, and 
(C) remove device. A hard plastic cup is left to protect the unwary stroller. ac AeRINei 



| This battery-driven vacuum not only takes care of offending Grates placed around favorite doggie depositories permit 

matter, but neatly wraps it in removable disposable vac-bags. _ offending matter to drop down into chemical pools where 

It is particularly useful for letting dog out by himself, and it is deodorized and dissolved. In heavy dog population 
_) not having to worry about neighbors’ lawns, sidewalks, etc. areas, entire sidewalks could be constructed like this. 

PUSH TOY SCOOP. | POGO PICKUP STICK 

PLUNGER 

STORAGE 
AREA 

257 we 
SEDO suction 

ACTION 

Here’s another combination device affording both utility 
and pleasure. By hopping around those City streets which 

2, : suffer a heavy dog infestation, user enjoys healthy fun 
Makes public sanitation a “fun thing” for youngsters while while performing a much-needed clean-up. Suction pump in 

removing an ugly problem from the streets at the same time. ") Pogo Stick picks up and stores stuff for later disposal. 

CLEVER ACCORDION 
FOLD MAKES GIFT 

BOX EASY TO CARRY 

SNAP LOCK 
RELEASE 

BOTTOM OF PHONY 
GIFT BOX OPENS TO 
MAKE EASY SCOOP 

OFFENDING MATTER 

RS a “Aly u PRESSURE SEALS BOX 
\ V(X SHUT, ENCLOSING THE —> 

‘of = me: eee 

This devilishly clever device performs three functions at later, when someone thinks he’s found a valuable item, it 

one time. By quickly gift-wrapping offensive material, it gets stuff off the streets entirely. And last, it teaches 

makes streets look better immediately. Then, sooner or finder a moral lesson, mainly: you get nothing for nothing! 

aS See ee | a a ee ed 



cram SCENES WE'D 
LIKE TO SEE 

WRITER: DON EDWING (THE FROG PRINCE) 
ARTIST: DON MARTIN 
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REPTILE DYSFUNCTION DEPT. 

In the classic scene from the very first Indiana Jones movie, 
Raiders of the Lost Ark, the daring archeologist exclaims, “Snakes! 
| hate snakes!” But that was many years ago, and since then the _ 
world has changed and our hero has faced many new adventures. ‘ 
We bet that today snakes wouldn’t even make Indy’s list of the 
10 things he hates most. In fact, given that we have the following 
article written, drawn and ready to fly, we're sure of it! Here’s... 

SJ 

WHO000! T SOLVED THE 
MYSTERY OF CHRIST! Di> 
YOU FIND YOUR PRETTY 

NO! 

es DO NOT KNOW IF 
ERES A BAT & BOpy 

WORKS IN THE BAZAAR! 

ie 

20 

7 — — , | 
—— ; Having an entire. 

Pee itiannec | 
: 

ruined by some stupid frat house 

ih Peet
e 

= ze = RE =e 
Gs = -s aa) 

i ey I 4 aoiiee t
e 

drudgery of bullwhip knots jam When that DaVinci Code idiot 
eae 

aaa 
Robert Langdon starts trash talking | 

T GIVE UP, HOW 

po You GET AN 

ARCREOLOGIST 

OUT OF YOUR TENT? 

Just PAY HIM 

FOR, THE FALAFEL! TIAL 1 I 

DUDE. T1411 

GIVE IT UP! ase Sa 

ae aes] esl (aed eel eal ieee eee el Deel (es eel 
Wi, a ; /, A 4 t 

; Pompous blowhards from Anti ues 3 

ls wt nto him at he “meses are 
The sad fact that Febreze ) he Not eked his life to acquire wouldn't | 

stopped working on the old Ee uc im ten bucks at a garage sale 

| chapeau about 15 years ago | saps hs : 

» No matter how offen he 
complains, he keeps gettin | Idaho Jones’ Phone bills 

_— 

v 

WRITER AND ARTIST: 
JOHN CALDWELL 

~ 



IN BLOG WE TRUST DEPT. 

eB0O0O Planet TAD!!!!! 

< tf} || G || | @hitp://www.galaxyo'blogs.com/planettad : 

A 

[About Me] ‘a 

[Name|Tad] 

[Age| > 2 dog years] 

[My whereabouts|Directly 

behind you] 

[4 November|06:02pm] [8 November|03:27pm] } 

\SANME CHUS Despe 
Ags CDRA oF Ky. 

Bee LDE AT HL f f 
s ARE) 2 ee 3 \3 

| Le 

t a .: . é 4 

QR. . 

[8 November|08:42pm] [9 November|03:58pm] 

[mood| embarrassed] wr = . [mood| embarrassed-er] 

[11 November|02:43pm] 

[13 November|04:19pm] [14 November|03:07pm] 

[mood| depressed] [mood| A frustrated] ss , 

) aC si 
; Life Sentence 

hi nt ia 

[15 November|07:50pm] [16 November|03:16pm] 

[mood| angry] [mood] Yew stinky] 

[17 November|07:04pm] [17 November|07:10pm] [17 November|07:16pm] [17 November|07:23pm] [17 November 
|07:30pm] 

[18 November|05:35pm] 

[mood| relieved] 

WRITER: TIM CARVELL ARTIST: BRIAN DURNIAK y 
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ONE MORNING WHILE FEEDING THECAT 
| NOTICED HE LOOKEDA LITILE TIRED. ya 

GIVE HIM 2. 
THATS ODD ~) (Se eT \ FE ae) | | ASPIRIN? BUT ewe HE WAS JUST ao on ewe 

ee WHAT ASPIRIN 
| DID To THE 

LAST I 7 CATS 
1 HAD ! 

DIONT Look THE END OF THE WEEK | WAS At 
As THE D ere OUT OF ITSO1- Ry wits’ END. 
LIkE. HE eS SOMETHING DIFFERENT: | 1-— Hey oro? = 
THOUGHT 1D TY] iM SORRY, THEY 

HES YWHAVE You Lane N 
LEAST ASPIRIN: 

CRINATING ON 

Y F, i 

1 GAVE uP AND RESIGNED MYSELF || AS ITTURNED ouT, IT was FUST A FALSE 
BLE REALITY OF THE SITUATION] | ALARM ANP HE ACTUALLY Looks | [HEALTHIER NOW THAN HE 01D BEFORE, 

FINALLY 
TO THE HORRI 

D PAID MORE ATTENTION To Hin, 
IF ONLY | HAD SPENT MORE 

D TIME WITH H/M,IF ONLY / 
HAD 6O0NE ON LONG MOOALIT 

HOw Yov GET STROLLS WITH HIM DOWN By 
THE RODENT TESTING 
LABORATORY 

+ FACILITIES, 

IWONDER 

WRITER AND ARTIST: P.C. VEY 34 



A. i 
ey SHOP GOES THE WEASEL DEPT. 

Ts Be »> | PIED 

‘ello, I’m Bore Growls! Each week | 
teach survival skills by getting dropped } 
into wild, dangerous places and finding 
my way out with only a few tools, my 
military survival training and my cool- 
sounding British accent! But there's 
a rumor that I’ve been “surviving” by 

spending nights in fancy hotels instead 
‘| of freezing my arse off outside! Some 

folks are even saying I’m a phony! 
Well, to prove I’m not, I’m going on 
my most dangerous outing yet... 

I'm doing ae even more dangerous! I’m letting my mum 
drive me here, which means 4 risk dying of embarrassment! 

Don’t do anything 
dangerous, Bore-y! And 
remember, mommy wuvs 
you! And don’t forget my 

| foot cream! Byeeeeeeeee! 

_| Loose-fitting clothing is really, 
really important! Not only 
does it let your body vent 

heat, but you can cover your 
face so no one recognizes you! 7 

Look at this place — it’s massive! And it’s really, really 
intimidating! If I'm going to get to the other side and out of 
here alive, | need to get my bearings! But with the enormous 

roof totally blocking the sky there’s no sun setting in the 
west or North Star to guide me. That could mean trouble! 

With absolutely nothing to help with directions, it looks like 
I'll dust have to rely pana on my wits and keen instincts! 

WRITER: DAVID SHAYNE ARTIST: HERMANN MEJIA 



When you're in the mall, you can see some really, really strange wildlife! Like this group of Elderly Mall Walkers! 

Brrrrr! The music | Speak up! } You never want to get trapped behind slow-walking geezers! Not only is 
I'm cold! 1 is too loud! {J | can’t hear yo | it incredibly frustrating, but you could suffer life-threatening boredom! 

WEY 2a A < = oy 7 ner 

i 
ul! 

= apa Z 7 Lg Re, 

dat 

So, here’s a ore ... and I'll use a ... then I'll swipe ... and then head for the nearest men’s room and use this 
' tricktoget' . wadof chewing a lipstick from makeshift sign to lure the clueless old coots inside! 

- out of this jam! gum, which you the Cosmetics ; 7 : : 
First, I'lltake « can always find I can’t believe | | | hope they're serving soup and Jell-O, 
Wii StarBlicks AREEGO RE ee ee it’s already 4! ‘cause | forgot my teeth at home! 

bottom of 
a staircase 
banister... 

Drinking your own pee is really, really disgusting! But it’s better than 
»going thirsty! So, just to make sure I have more pee available in the 

event of another emergency, I’ve jumped into a nearby fountain! 
6 F = : 
® | Wow, this fountain is an excellent source of water, which 

A , \My next order of business is finding something to eat, 
) so I’ve navigated my way to the Food Court... 

Welcome to Jamba Juice! How’d you like Ecch! Never 
a Blizzard Beach Blast with an organic mind! I'd 

wheatgrass boost and soy powder? It’s got rather drink 
real artificial yogurt and only 8,000 calories! | | my own pee! 

36 



Uh-oh! Over there is the scariest thing you can encounter in any mall — 
Cool Teenage Girls! I’ve go to be careful and — no, they’ve spotted me! 

Where'd he go? || Who cares? Let’s go make fun 
He’s gone! of some other pathetic dweeb! | Like wolves, teenage girls run in 

packs! They’re meaner than Ohmigod! Are those hiker got to 
_ | cobras and can cut you to shreds | Check out the | | shorts he wearing? hide, 

like an ocelot, only instead of loser who's, Because they’re, and fast! 
| claws, they use withering glares like, totally like, all hiked up Or I'm 

ie Bauer! his butt! doomed! and sarcastic comments! 

Hey! There’s the |. Uh-oh, I’ve been spotted by Mall Security! This is 
| guy who shoplifted |. really, really bad! Mall Security guards aren’t real 
}_ the lipstick from cops, but they’re still very dangerous! They can make 

Cosmetics World! me give the lipstick back or even call my parents! 

It’s good they're leaving because | can’t stay in here long! 
With all these snot-nosed toddlers around, a Ball Crawl is 

basically a multi-color bacteria. farm disguised as a playpen! 

What's really, really scary is that all these little 
demons are completely unsupervised! I've got to 

get out of here fast, before it turns into Kid Nation 
and I’m the host of TWO lousy reality shows! [Sy 

Fortunately, Mall Security Guards get their jobs | just remembered — my mum said to get 
because they're not in good enough shape to do real her foot cream! That means I’ve got to 

law enforcement! So by walking at a slightly take a detour to the dreaded Body Shop! 
brisk pace, | can easily outrun them! 

You...! (PUFF!) Stop...! This is great! | can make 
(WHEEZE!) | said — (COUGH my getaway without 

COUGH: 

These quarters | took 
from the fountain will 

make perfect nose plugs! 
It smells really, really awful in here! Although with a nose as big 
Like potpourri mixed with Pine-Sol! as mine, I’m going to need 
So if I’m going to get out without -| about seven dollars worth! 

tossing my crackers, I'll need 3 = : a 
something to block the odor! j 



aS 
With the day getting long, I was no closer to finding Ah, the Victoria's Secret window display! If this doesn’t remind you 
my way out and my spirits were starting to sag! that life is truly majestic, nothing can! And believe me, it beats biting 

the head off a live fish while wearing a headband soaked in your own 
MIEN SOU Fe Ie MiP aallicer 300 fond, He Can urine! Although, come to think of it, that’s pretty great, too! 
really, really crush your will to live! So you 

With nightfall approaching, I had to get out — and fast! So instead _.“ ; 
of wasting time riding down the escalator, | took a shortcut! Turns out, GAP bags make a really, really terrible parachute! Lucky 

: I\y for me, that overweight security guard was there to break my fall! 
These unnecessarily large shopping bags from the 
GAP should make a really, really good parachute! 

Success! The security guard knew the way out — 
and was all too happy to show it to me! 



JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. 



and here we have What \2ks L
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Anything you leave hanging around 

becomes part of the White House tour 

It’s freaky thinking of all the presidents 

idptel mm ar-)V/=¥ elete)ol-Te Mm dat-1(-) 

Lim, -(e4 we did, tars 
Rg ht it after morning - va fats 

Dy we had 
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ag eek ; 

Yes, Mes. Fresident, 14 looke Like We have 

Mali ie n Se6cee in nine 

All those security cameras make it 

impossible to get away with anything! 
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get past soon
 is metal 

Maia musta missed 
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ARGINALS 
n of Sergio Aragones’ “marginal” cartoons — 

size he submits them to us! Nine out \p 
2X oe —_ 

Enjoy this extra-large collectio 

printed here in the same eye-pampering 

of ten ophthalmologists approve! (The tenth one is more of a Newsweek fan!) 
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ONE DAY IN THE PARK 

WRITER AND ARTIST: DON MARTIN 45 



BERG’S-EYE VIEW DEPT. 

WRITER AND ARTIST: DAVE BERG COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 

(THAT'S WHAT] 
| FORGOT! 

Gee, Paul! That was 
fun! Let's do it again! 

| SEE!? | TOLD How can you 
| YOU! | KNEW || forget anything?! 

| I'D FORGET You have 
SOMETHING!! | | everything written 
a 7 ; on your list! 

| hate shopping at 
the Supermarket! 

I'm always so 
afraid I'll forget 

something important! | 

We are superior 
to animals because 
we can use tools 

and write! So make 

a LIST already! 

I guess you’re right! Let’s 
see... 1! need bread, milk, 
coffee, detergent, fruit— 
What else? | just know I’m 
goi 

YAAAA! 

we 

YSN, 
Say 

———— ee SE 

Y'know, I really 

Poa Se er re 

You ain't heard nothin’ yet! I've got a 

a ST 

" [itt don't STUDY...} Open your mouth wide Doc, tell me—why We do it as That's right! 
watching If | don’t step modern times! superstition for every subject! If | don’t shouldn't criticize! while | put this do you and your | | a precaution! 

you! You've on every crack, How can you see a blue station wagon, | flunk Social I've got my own X-ray film into place! nurse always leave | Prolonged 
deliberately I fail my Math believe a Studies! If | don’t get to the corner before weird superstition! Good . . . now hold it the room with that [Ee] exposure to 
stepped on exam today! ridiculous the light turns green, | fail Biology! If with your finger... extension cord when- X-rays can 
every side- superstition | don’t get to the elevator before the door \ 
walk crack! like that?! closes, | fail English! And if | don't... 

It is! Wait till 
you hear his bark! 

Don’t let him scare 
you! His bark is 

worse than his bite! 

| thought you 
said his bark is 

worse than his bite! 

Golly, that Alfred Hitchcock | know I’m acting like a silly Oooh! | can’t look! 
1 is a master of suspense—the a! girl, covering my eyes and J | can't look at all, 

| way he builds up slow terror! fj} 9 peeking through my fingers! now! Larry, hold me! 
Like in this scene! |can_ } But I'm really scared! If | Hold me real tight! 

| hardly bring myself to look! } wasn’t seeing this movie with 
aa) oS, ; a fellow, I'd walk right out! 



Huh? That's the phone! 
| Who would be calling 

this time of night... [J 
unless... unless it was ff 

Arnold? Is that you? 
This is your Mother! 
| had a premonition 
that something is 

I'll say 
there’s 

something |= 
| very wrong! | 

| knew it! 
| knew it 

in my bones! 
What is it? 

You just scared the 
beejeebers out of 
me with this phone 
call in the middle 

of the night! 

Talk about “Hero-Worship”, this new girl 
friend of mine thinks I’m the bravest 

man that ever lived. During a storm, she 
became frightened, and asked me if I 
was afraid of thunder and lightning 

... and I told her, ‘‘No!’’ ce 

of other things like snakes, or high 
places, or sudden noises, or flying 

an enclosed place, or going to the 

Hey! It's | don’t want to frighten 
not just in you any more than you are, 
our house fF dear, but | just heard on 
thatthe [the transistor radio that 

lights went [fj] the whole city is blacked 
out! It’s out! In fact the whole 
the whole state... and nine other 

states besides! 

Oh, my gosh! It’s 
a catastrophe! 

SABOTAGE! That’s 
what it is! Those 
Russians did it so 
they could ruin 

our economy, and— 

Gee, this is such an 
intellectual, well- 

informed crowd! I'm 
so afraid I'll say 

the wrong thing and 
make a complete 
fool of myself! 

Just follow one rule: 
if you have nothing to 
say, don’t say it! Just 
speak about the things 
you know about! Like 
cooking! You're an 
expert on that! 

And what 
about the 
problems 

of Turkey— 
and Greece?! 

Oh, I have 
a very strong 

opinion on 
that subject! 

] So then she asked me if | was afraid 

in an airplane, or being locked up in 

dentist. Of course, | told her, ‘‘No!”’ 

Calm down, dear! I'm 
sure it’s really not 
that serious! Those 
Russians are much 
too busy trying to 
reach our standard 
of living to bother! 

She was amazed. She said that everybody 
has some weakness... some breaking point 

...and here, I have none! But between 
you and me, there’s only ONE thing that 
really TERRIFIES ME! 

Then it’s those 
INSANE RED 

CHINESE! They 
did it to create 
confusion and 
Panic and ruin 
our Democracy! 

No, dear! Calm down! 
It really can’t be 

that serious! Those 
Red Chinese are too 

involved in their 
own internal problems 

to bother us now! 

When roasting a 
turkey, excess 

grease should be 
spooned off 
periodically! 

While basting, 
preferably... 



Did you have to mention 

“getting a shot’’!? You 

just gave me the willies! 

The very sight of a hypo- 
dermic needle turns me 

into a bowl of Jello! 

That someday, she'll find 
out what a LIAR | am! y) 

Good Lord, it’s them 
FLYING SAUCERS! A 
race from another 
planet did it asa 

first step toward an 
eventual invasion! 

It's not that 

been watching 

You know what terrifies 
me? Those Black-Leather- 
Jacketed motorcyclists— 
like that one over there! 

My wife has to drag me 

forcibly to the doctor! Then 
the nurse, using all of her 
strength, has to hold me! 
| usually scream like a 

baby and faint dead away! 

thirty! Now, Mom is gonna yell 
and scream, and take television 

Come, now, dear! 

serious! You've 

too many Science 
Fiction TV shows! 

Let's face it, when 
it comes to getting 
a shot, I’m just a 

yellow-bellied coward! 

Oh, boy, am | in for it! I'm 
late for supper! | was supposed 
to be home by six, and it’s six- 

away from me for a month! 
a 
co 

Sure! That's it! Don’t 
you see? By shutting 
off our electricity, 
all our refrigerated 
foods will spoil and 

we'll starve to death! 

REFRIGERATED 
FOODS!?! OH, 
MY GOSH! 

They're immature, anti- 
social creatures who cannot 
cope with society, so they 

wage war upon it by attacking 
innocent people—like us... 

Oh-oh! He‘s coming 
toward us, Martin! 
I'm—I’m AFRAID!! 

| Never mind }) 
all that now! | 
There’s the } 
signal to go! } 

nee: | 

I'm sorry, dear, but supper 
is a little late tonight! 

Watch television, meanwhile! 

TH-THE ICE BOX CAKE | MADE FOR MY 
BRIDGE CLUB TOMORROW WILL BE RUINED! 

THIS IS SERIOUS!! 

| beg your pardon, but could 
you please direct me to the 

Maryknoll Seminary? 
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MAN, SHELDON >HUFF: “\A07GRS7 T'm WIPED 
? RUNNING AWAY FROM THE (f//e~% ( OuT..1'M GOING 

FOOTBALL TEAM IS TO THE DELI FOR 

EXHAUSTING! PUFFS AN ENERGY 

{ GOT IT COVERED, \ / CAUSE I PUT'EM THERE LAST WEEK! 
KURT! TWO SUPER CHOCO:| \ I GOT THE IDEA PLAYING ZOMBIE 
MILK BERRY VITA- APOCALYPSE 3--Y'‘KNOW HOW THOSE 
BLASTS, COMIN’ UP! HORROR SURVIVAL GAMES HAVE 

HEALTH DRINKS SCATTERED ALL OVER 
THE PLACE FOR EMERGENCIES! 

SEE? ANYTIME WERE 
RUN DOWN WE CAN FINDA 5 
STRATEGICALLY PLACED 
ENERGY DRINK AND CHUG 
OURSELVES BACK To 
NORMAL! GENIUS, 

Lhe 
.—'s_ DUM Rete 

cADE/ 
x OO), 2 

WS HOW'D You KNOW 
THEY WERE THERE? 

£6-GYAKK< THERE THEY ) TH-THEYRE COVERED IN HURL! 
‘Hose JOCKSLL | FEEL MY HEALTH 3 Meters 1 ARE'GET | AINT TOUCHIN“THEM DWEEBS! 

! 
HAND ON US! ALREADY! AND SOUR: Nh Seite 

WORKED! GAMING STRATEGY 4 
TRIUMPHANT! 

NIMYOG NVAJ:LSLLYW GNV Y3LIYM 

YAAC HVHYVS :LSIMO1OD 



If a pizza parlor can have a business card, kids can have business cards! 

And like any good business card, its needs to explain exactly what the kid does best! 

LASS CLOSE 
» Two Years in @ Row! 

Named “Best Armpit 
Farter 

LB 
Specializing in 

Fake Dog Des e
s s 

Free Teacher Impersonatio
ns on Reques 

chair right outsid
e Principal's office 

Hours: 10 am. to 3 pm, 

. cS 
ROBERT BENSKI Ss = 
Professional Schoo! Victim “sya 
NOW CELEBRATING FIVE YEARS OF BEING PICKED ON ey 

’ D 

Voted afea's 83 “Keep Away” gane Target] 
AVAILABLE DAILY BY THE SCHOOL FENCE TR , TRYING TO GET MY SNEAKERS DOWN THAT WERE THROWN ON THE TOP OF IT 

Flu ent in Elvish and Klingon 

Nae Over 2,000 Ewok Figurines
 on Premises ») 

Kw Think I'm annoying? | can show you every XbOx. ; + int 

Playstation and Wii Che
at Code there is..nOw think again

! 

appointment inmy Fortress of Solitude 
(aka my father’s garage) 

- 125 

, 

g and Ears 
~ and MOUT

H of PS. 

oO p 

, Jennifer is unsurpassed! 

ad some gossip fas’ re 
“If you want to sp) aA anes senciee 

- Ms. Kennington, 

| 

WVHONINNND LLOOS :43.LM 

Y3HOINA 1LO9S :ISLLHV 
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Aren't computers great? With their super- 

fast processors and multi-tasking capabil- 

ities, these modern miracles make us more 

productive and efficient, thus saving hours 

of valuable time — that is, on those rare 

occasions when they work properly. When 

they don't, you can look forward to wast- 

ing all those valuable hours you saved by 

sitting on the phone with some tech sup- 

port guy out in Seattle trying to figure out 

what "€rror 32-Bx.5" means. And why is it 

that these giz whizzes are about as cour- 

teous and helpful as a French tourism offi- 

cialP To find out, we sent a top-notch squad 

of MAD investigative journalists to infil- 

trate the nation's computer companies. 
They came back with this secret memo... 

52 ARTIST: TOM BUNK 

WRITER: DICK DEBARTOLO 

COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN ~ 

iA Druesy 
COMPUTER (| 

— 

Si We >\@)\ 22k 
Voice mail options are to be changed every Monday to ensure that cus- 

tomers must listen to ALL the endless options before being able to make 

a choice. Note: Be sure to put "Speak to a tech support team
 member” at the 

very end of the list, right after, "If you need to order an instruction book in 

Mandarin, press 202." 

If the customer is calling with a software problem, immediately blame 

their hardware. 

in order to maintain good customer 
relations, only put a caller on hold if 

you're taking a 15-30 minute coffee break. If you're taking a full lunch 

hour, take their number. Then throw it away and wait for them to call back. 

If the customer is calling with a hardware problem, immediately blame 

their software. 

Remember: To the customer you're a god, a genius who's 100 times 

smarter than they are. Feel free to talk down to them. NOTE: Don't worry 

about answering questions from computer savvy nerds. Since they don't call 

Tech Support, you'll never have to answer a question you cant fake your way 

through. 

If you have no idea what the customer's problem is, simply tell them, "You 

obviously don't have the latest upgrade.” Then instruct them to search for 

it on the Web — that'll keep them busy for months. 

if it turns out a customer is calling with a valid problem that you already 

know about, say; "I've never heard of that happening before, but I'llask a 

senior engineer. Please hold.” Then, after your coffee break, come back on the 

line and give vague, confusing instructions on how to fix it. 

AOL is the official scapegoat for any hardware or software problems a 

customer may experience. AOL has screwed up so much over the last two 

years that anybody will accept AOL as the cause of their problem — even if 

they don't have AOL! 

Always be sure to ask the caller to list the other pro
grams they're using. 

When they name the third one, immediately blurt out "Oh, there's your 

problem. That program isn't compatible with ours.” 

As an absolute final resort: Tell the customer that an upgrade that will 

fix everything will be available in two months. This will buy us enou
gh 

time to work hard..to update this excuse list! 

ANE 
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Bren nnn sro 
The 

T KNOW YOUR SIGN OUT THERE SAYS 
“SEEING EYE DOGS ONLY," BUT Do You ALLOW 
DOGS THAT ARE SPECIALLY TRAINED TO ATTACK 

WHEN THEY HEAR THE WoRP "No"? 

Reg n
b 

| { 
y > 

Y _ 
\ 

haat | 

ee 

| TARE IT YOU WORK IV 

DAN LONG 

W 

= WHY ARE YOU WEARING THEM ow 
THE NEW YoRK CITY SUBWAY? 2m 

ONE MORE Question: IE THEY'RE | eal _ 
MEANT TO BE CLEAN... 3 @ : a 

ip eel) 
i Baad 

g PD DUSTIN GLICK 

gi gi 



MYSELF AND MY PUPPET 

MIND SHARING 
YOUR UMBRELLA? 

Ly ie 

ae 

Good job, baby! We 

won the Science Fair! 

I know. I'll use the Ok, George Washington. 
k. Jf #] machine that travels This is my house. 
d through time and bring | << 

| back a cool historical : 
figure toclean | 

my house. 

1 {Good sir, aren't you afrai 
| of unravelling the Fabri 
of history? I should b 

HH leading our troops to 
| battle against Ne 

cursed Britis 

| ~ had you're the new 
tT... of this vacuum. ) 

Only four channels?! 
Dear God, 

56 

what have I done?| | 

UH...WHAT ABOUT HIM? ) _ | 
IT DOESN'T MATTER, HE'S 

\\ ALREADY GOT PNEUMONIA. 

SCOTT NICKEL 

JOEY ALISON SAYERS 

JOHN KOVALESKI 

NO ACHILLES' HEELS. 
NO TRULY CHALLENGING 
VILLAINS. MEET THE ONLY 
INEXTIRPABLE SUPERHERO: | - 

NTAPULA ay 
A JAUNT IN THE FANTABULA- 
SHUTTLE UNMASKS THE CULPRIT. 

BS) (THE RECOIL FROM ROCKETS | 
RINGING THE EARTH'S | 
EQUATOR ARE INCREASING 
ITS SPIN SPEED. OBVIOUSLY 
THE WORK OF — 

| FANTABULAMAN NOTICES A 
DISTURBING OCCURRENCE. 

COULD IT BE? 
YES! THE EARTH 
IS SPINNING 
FASTER! 

AS THE EARTH SPINS IT GETS 
BIGGER— AND SO DO MY REAL 
ESTATE HOLDINGS. IT'S A 
MAGNIFICENT SCHEME FOR AN 
EXTRAORDINARY HOMBRE: ME, 

THE DEVELOPER ! 
Swe IDIOT! THE 

; EARTH COULD 
BREAK APART!! 

KNOWLEDGE OF 
PSYCHOLOGN To STOP 
THE DEVELOPER. 

DEVELOPER IGNORES 

ia ELS | FINANCE COMPANY. THE EARTH 1S 
HEY, YOU STUNNING 471 ]| BACK To NORMAL! 
GUY! YOU ROCK! Your || 77 
BOOK IS BREATHTAKING! 

| BROKE! THE GOVERNMENT TOOK ALL | 
| HIS LAND FOR UNPAID TAXES AND | 

TED RALL 



tine Long and Short of it 

DAN LONG 

FACT #1: WHEN INJURED, PEOPLE DO NOT 
CHEW AT THEIR WOUNDS, THEREBY NEEDING 
PROTECTIVE WEAR. 

HEARD You HAD 
A LITTLE ACCIDENT 
THIS WEEKEND. 

IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT HUMANS ARE 
MORE EVOLVED THAN Dod. BUT YOU MAY 
ASK," HOW DO WE KNOW?” THAT'S WHAT 
WE VE BEEN PONDERING... 

HES We ee es AD)? 

ADVANTAGE: HUMANS 

FACT #3: DOGS NEVER ANSWER THEIR 
HONES DURING ROMANTIC MEALS, 
KER ou, wow. m Sorry, | 7? 

FACT #2:PEOPLE DONT BURY IMPORTANT 
THINGS IN THE BACKYARD. 
ray VEeNOW MY PheeRDRTE 

 ROMEWHERE. 
NTS sey y tb le 

erro fi wee NTT es INV sams SE =| <4 ce 

ADVANTAGE: HUMANS ADVANTAGE: 

FACT # 4: NO DOG HAS EVER BEEN SUCKERED | PACT #5: HUMANS RARELY, IF EVER, EAT 
INTO BUYING ONE OF THOSE SHARPER IMAGE THEIR OWN WASTE, 
IONIC Al IFIERS. we LEICA EOR ( NOPE. STILL NOT 

Le Are FUR - As od H p THAT HUNGRY. 

6 
=~ Aue 

GYSAID ITD - 
OKXYGENATE M 
SINUSES OR 
SOMETHING 

a _ eee a... 

seas ei emia 
“y ———— err AL : ft 

ADVANTAGE: HUMANS 
CONCLUSION: 3to2D HUMANS WIN...BUT JUST BARELY. ROB HARRELL 



NOT HAVING 

A PATH TO FOLLOW THROUGH THIS 

TALL GRASS |\SN'T THE SAFEST WAY 

TO TRAVEL/ AFTER ALL, THIS IS 

LION COUNTRY 

IF IT WILL 

MAKE YOU FEEL SAFER, 

MY DEAR, I'LL HACK OL/T A PATH 

WITH MY MACHETE’ 

hi 
“As 

{ 
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GUY WITH 
BIG ZIT 
ON HIS 
FOREHEAD, 
ABOUT 
TO POP 

MAN HURLING 
HIS LUNCH 

CUTE BUNNY RABBIT WITH 
ONE EAR CHOPPED OFF 

DEER TICK FULL OF BLOOD 

HAY 
Guaranteed 

J 
cr 

SPITTING CAMEL 
(requires a piece of wet string) 

IWVHONINNND LLOOS :d3HdVYSOLOHd GNV YaLIdM 
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MUCH ADIEU ABOUT NOTHING DEPT. 

Nothing makes the skin crawl like that tired old parting remark “Have—” (Whoops! You know off as much warmth as a frozen enchilada. It’s high time to revive the heartfelt good-bye! 
the one we mean!) Maybe it used to generate good feeling—30 years ago—but now it gives You'll be glad you're on your way out when you hear MAD's extremely meaningful, sincere and 

_wrsend ne pwrat erate @. ______ STEWARDESSES M44aEaE’ TF AE) 
pay Nee ro oo oo © | | | A 

PS) a | len | a | | : | vo ae | | Have a lenient 

‘ | . 8, | | 0 i) | OR | So a PF pm | § traffic court judge! 

Here’s hoping your ears 

unstop—eventually! 

i = 

Happy sitting—in—airport- |—,=—_— 

traffic-for-214—-hours! od | 

See you when | have to 
meet another quota! 

|} May your insurance premiums 
| rise only slightly! 

‘ 4 . ¥ . J Ss 4 & y y 

, ~a ‘ I ( y ~ —— eee 

| | 

1 | 

\ : 

| 
| 

> oe ep Gee io <> we & aay 

_ eae at Xt oS > Tat =a eh St 

/ f i i / 
A i | | 

p | | 
| | ff 

if Uo ‘ Th al ia me ; i , aos a Gare) fi 
aT & if 

Have a nice day! 
Have a nice day! 
Have a nice day! 
Have a... 

Se. 2 

WRITER: MIKE SNIDER 

SSS — | 
Peas ee May the pharmacist 

give you the right drug! 

] 

May the lab keep all your 

test results straight! 

LO ZA 
Hope | remembered to 
put back all the parts! {7 
-_ Z 

Z| May you break down in 
a good neighborhood! 

SSF i : 
Good luck getting those (ees 

upholstery grease stains out! at g a ore in dae gy 

ta i 

DR:S OFFICE RECEPTIONISTS 
Here’s hoping you 

in( that rolls next time! yo; — ( f got the good clams! 

1 \ hy —— = 
Hope the bagboy packed |//>> : Start saving for 

your bread on top! 4... wen another meal with us! 

May only half your frozen VV Hope to be snickering at 
goods melt in the trunk! . your French once again! 
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‘ “Ooh! Better 

ae jaf alte peraee K.WIZARD OF OZ CORN ON THE COB SKEWERS 
2 if in ae oe ri o. Follow the Yellow Brick Road — to fine dining! — with 
/ leath or suffocate ~ these fun, life size corn cob holders in the shape of 

fwum smoke Dorothy’s ruby slippers. Set of eight. 
inhawation!” ‘a oe a L ; Hand-painted polyresin. #W5974 $36 eet att 

L 
y B 

The Ultimate 
Oz Collectible! L. TINMAN PACEMAKER 

3 Tired of expensive hs 
Own a andhardtocome ™”~ \\ a... 

from The Wizard of Oz! by baboon organs? Is_ 
that list of people waiting 

C. TWEETY _ for compatible donors 
longer than the Yellow Brick 

Road? Well, now heart 
transplant surgery’s a walk 
in the poppy field with this 
handy Tin Man Pacemaker! 
Modeled after the heart 
shaped clock the Wizard 
bestows upon the Tin Man, this 
fully-functional artificial heart is 
a fantastic gift for the Oz fan 
with everything — except good 
cardiac health! Developed by 
experts in the emerging field of novelty science (tchotchkeology), 
the Tin Man Pacemaker comes complete with a 
fun 18-minute installation/sing-along video! 
(Operating room, staff and anesthesia not included.) 
#574998 $26 

cover the free world with the Warner Bros. name in this 
special edition of the classic board game. Designed with ~ 
a unique Warners twist with such properties as “Atlanta” 
and “Burbank,” you'll compete with others as you try to 
build not houses and hotels, but networks, cable stations 
and Warner Bros. Studio Store retail outlets on every 
available space — just like in the real world! #M8327 $35 

beeps or irritating 
tones! Smoke-sensitive 
microchip triggers Tweety’s 
cheerful voice to announce message. 
A fun way to turn tragedy into an event 
the whole family will enjoy. ULlisted. 
#HA766 $45 

A. MONOPOLY GAME Prepare to make a fortune and SMOKE DETECTOR ee 
, j No more annoying Lo <— 

B. SCOOBY-DOO DOO-SCOOPER Picking up 
after your dog — Great Dane or otherwise — 
can be as groovy as solving the “Mystery of the 
Ghostly Brown Bounty” with this fun and functional 
pooper-scooper.Metal with wood handle and resin 
character head. 32” tall #59284 $18 

\ 

Limited Edition of 13 
M. LIVING MUNCHKIN A piece of movie-making history is yours to 

cherish with our Limited Edition Living Munchkin.™ With their already dimin- 
yi LOONEY TUNES AND CARTOON ished numbers rapidly dwindling, there’s no time like now to order one! Each 

: ry | NETWORK CHARACTER BEAN BAGS Munchkin comes with its own Certificate of Authenticity, half-forgotten and 
| oid? After the enormous success of our “1998 Special Edition D. EMBROIDERED LOONEY TUNES ata ghee about Li making of the a ele medical 

lot Bugs Bunny” (which was identical to the regular Bugs Bunny except GOLF BALLS Fun is par for the course with pro dead M mi ps ge i te rei eae ‘ax! Te M de of 
t for a carrot in his right hand) we've learned that by taking a cue from Ty our unique set of twelve professional golf Yaad rd bi lai i" seh vd ae io a ra ba ce i diel 

Inc., we too can make a fortune in the collectible bean bag racket! We've balls. Each is embroidered with a plush oa lar oe as nl ot silty #97305$1475 “pe they ore 
| see hen our ne ee character pace pags a which we'd sedan Looney Tunes face, sure to compromise pecify gender and degree of senility. ' Plesse yen as int e 

oe tally made too many, altered them ever-so-slightly, and have now re-release their quality and thoroughly impede their ch , nated, we do nt 
G Vee them as “Special Editions.” This desperate ploy is sure to entice the most die- ability to S driven aeatehhs is even roll N. sed Uae se sa a ate a a ah recommend aaa 
uae a hard bean bag collectors — those of you who are so obsessed that you have to straight! #$8934 $28 St au el eS Cova | oul “#0476 $65 Munch LoomPhs 

E have every single variation, no matter how insignificant the difference! SARIS TNS RANSOMES LEE TEMTOUUM: oe 

E #89577 Fishing-Line-Wrapped-Around-Neck Foghorn $12 
F. #F8374 Caniplatelylnslde Out Daffy $12 
G. #80663 Ears-Tied-Into-A-Knot-And-Sewn-Together-In-A-Big-Clump Bugs $12 
H. #50663 Head-lorn-Off Roadrunner $12 
|. #73756 Sewn-Into-A-Sack Scooby $12 
J. #H2165 Open-Seam Porky $12 

O. BATMAN MUG 
Featuring the trendy, 
stylized, minimalistic 
version of Batman as 
seen in the dull as 
dishwater, slow as 
molasses Batman ani- 
mated series, this 

Sy hand-painted ceramic 
. i mug is shaped just 

like the Dark Knight — es 
including his ears — P. PEPE LE PEW PEPPER SPRAY Though => 
making it virtually Pepe never seems to get the hint, your Q 
impossible to take a over-sexed dates will! Our formidable \\ 
sip without poking an formula, including cayenne pepper, tear ie 
eye out or pouring gas and skunk cabbage extract is sure Qe? 
liquid on yourself! to incapacitate even the most amorous 0 
Holy Badly-Designed paramours! Comes in mini-aerosol WY \ 
Merchandise! sprayer designed with whimsy in mind. nw 
#S4967 $12 2 oz. #P4863 $18 Caution: May cause QW 

permanent blindness. 
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Tiresome Toons, 

Tacky Togs! 

CHARACTER DEFINITION TEES 
Define yourself as an uncreative 
follower with these uniquely 
embroidered tees with tone-on- 
tone backgrounds and full-color 
character art — two slight distinc- 
tions we've carefully worded in 
an effort to distinguish these tshirts 
from the countless other ones we've 
offered in all our other catalogs. 30% 
cotton. Machine wash. $16 Adult: S only 
A. #H3496 Marvin the Martian 
B. #H4226 Foghorn Leghorn 
C. #H8356 Tweety 
D. #H3956 Bugs Bunny 
E. #H2526 Tasmanian Devil 

BEC 

F. LOONEY TUNES SWEATSHIRT The one to wear 
when everything else is in the hamper. Featuring our 
most overexposed characters in another hackneyed 
mobshot. Big, thick, heavy, colorful front embroidery 
makes this sweatshirt uncomfortable to wear and vir- 
tually impossible to fold. Favored by undercover cops, 
as it’s been known to stop bullets at point-blank range. 
Adult: L, XL, XXL, XXXL #H8036 $39.50 

G. ANIMATION 
STUDIO JACKET 
The jacket for the stylish 
wannabe. Formerly 
available only to 
Warner Bros. animators, 
then to anyone who 
works for Warner Bros. 
in general, and then to 
anyone in the Time- 
Warner Corporation, 
we've finally made it 
available to everyone. 
Ideal for people who 
feel the need to mas- 
querade as someone 
who draws Bugs Bunny 
for a living or who 
srenssndy believe that 
others will think that 
they're wearing some 
sort of exclusive, 
hardto-get piece of 
apparel. Adult: XXXXL 
#H8090E $190 



i Catalog Exclusive! 
TASMANIAN SLOTH APPAREL 

Outrageous! We've redefined “masculinity” 
as “sloth” by emblazoning dozens of items 
with an image of Taz wasting his life away 
in front of the TV with a death grip on the 
remote control. As with all our embroidered 
items, design is large, unwieldy and 
inhibits freedom of movement — perfect for 
the dad, hubby or boyfriend who prefers to 
sit in front of the TV all day with a 
minimum of movement. XL, XXL, or XXXL. 
H. #89345 Tee $18.50* 
|. #58010 Silk Boxers $20 
J. #58322 Baseball Cap $18 

Crappy Characters, 
Conformist Clothes. 

*Note: 
T-shirts have 
identical front 
and back design; 
embroidery on 
back has been 
known to cause 
bedsores if 
wearer does not 
get up and 
move around 
for at least ten 

\ minutes every hour. K. BUGS’ LUCKY RABBIT’S FOOT KEYCHAIN 
We've updated the barbaric practice of carrying 
a rabbit's foot for luck into this fun new 
keychain. Actual amputated rabbit’s foot — 
dyed “Bugs Bunny” gray — attached to keychain 
with screaming amputee Bugs. #P6073 $7 

L. SUPERMAN PLUNGER Dislodge criminal 
clogs in your own Fortress of Solitude with 
this handy plumber’s helper. Rubber with 
wood handle. 26” tall. #537863 $18 

M. TWEETY SWABS “I Tawt | Taw Some Earwax!” 
You did, you did, and you'll be able to get at 
that bad ol’ earwax with these whimsical 100% 
cotton swabs dyed yellow with Tweety’s 
pwecious wikeness. 150 31/4” swabs with 
dispenser are perfect for bed or bath. 
Also great for picking your nose. #H8704 $7 

N. PINKY & THE BRAIN DESK PLAQUES 
Adorable, three-sided plaque/paperweights 
feature the wacky mice characters beloved 
by dozens! Made of sturdy polyresin — 
sure to still be around long after anyone 
remembers their show! 10” long. #58306 $12 

Cy M co LETY 

S40) | 
Order Toll Fee! 
1-900-CRAPPO d=—s 
wbstore.junk.com 



i im, el Bonus! 
Buy $10 of merchan- 

dise from our catalog 
and receive a surprise 

gift assortment crate 
featuring $125-$175 

worth of merchan- 
dise from Quest for 

Camelot, our first 
fully-animated feature 

which tanked at the 
box office, left us with 

warehouses full of 
unwanted, unsellable merchandise and taught 

us a valuable lesson — don’t try to horn in 
on Disney’s territory (except in the areas 

of “studio stores” pn gift catalogs). 

A. LOONEY TUNES FUNERAL 
DIRGES CD They took on Elvis, 
the Beatles, Christmas carols 
and God knows what else! 
Now Bugs, Daffy and the gang 
are back singing such hymns of 
comfort as “Swing Low, Sweet 
Chariot” and “On Christ The 
Solid Rock | Stand.” Just the 
thing to set the mood at the 
funeral of any former Looney 
Tunes fan! #H7368 $12 

Limited Edition of 1,500 
B. DON MESSICK COLLECTIBLE PHLEGM 

For the true Scooby aficionado, we offer a 
limited number of vials of actual mucus 
expectorated by the original voice of Scooby 
Doo, Don Messick, generated by speaking in 
the cowardly Great Dane's “r”-heavy language 
in recording sessions at Hanna-Barbera Studios 
in the 1970s. Includes Certificate of 
Authenticity. 2-ounce vial. #H4128 $65 

COLLECTIBLE CREMATION URNS 
Spend an eternity with your favorites from Looney Tunes 
and the Cartoon Network. Hand-painted ceramic with 
optional brass nameplate. 

C. HORRIFIED WILMA =D. JOYRIDIN’ SCOOB __E. PEPE & PENELOPE 
Ideal for the mother What better place to Ah, amour! Victims of murder/ 
or wife who received __ store the remains of suicides can finally be together forever 
unexpected bad news — any Scooby Fan killed _in this spacious 11"x10"x101/2” urn, 
about a loved one by __ in an automobile featuring the corpse of Pepe’s beloved, 
phone. 10”x8"x8” accident? 11”x13"x6" — and Pepe himself about to end it all. 
#53968 $40 #H3475 $40 Charming! #89436 $40 

F. “THAT'S ALL FOLKS!” TALKING 
HEADSTONE SET You'll rest in peace and 
style with this fun casket and gravestone set! 
Porky Pig utters his famous line at the touch 
of a button thanks to microchip technology; 
roomy, double-hinged pinewood coffin, 
decorated with all your favorite characters 
measures 78”x 25” #H4864 $3,595 

=f ny 

YOUR NAME HERE | 
REST IN PEACE | 

ARTISTS: SCOTT BRICHER, 
ANTHONY CIPRIANO, KEVIN GREENE, GARY HALLGREN 

70 PHOTOGRAPHER: IRVING SCHILD WRITER: SCOTT MAIKO 
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CHARLIE BROWN 
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BUT THE 7RUTH |S 

STRIP TEASE DEPT. 

In past issues, MAD has presented All-Inclusive, Do-It 
Yourself versions of Newspaper Stories, Songs, Comedy 

Routines, etc. Now, for all you “Peanuts” fans who have 

fun reading the strip, here is your chance to have fun 
writing it. (Hey, Charlie Schulz! If you want to take 
a vacation, feel free to take advantage of this clever 

article!) Simply fill in the numbered balloons from the 

corresponding numbered lists, and you'll be creating... 

MADS 
a\ NCOLU 5)\J4 

00. t : “OURSELF 

WRITER: JACK RICKARD ARTIST: FRANK JACOBS 

YOU'RE 
A BORN LOSER / 

YOUR HEAD COULD 
DOUBLE AS A SOFTBALL! 

EVERYONE 

ABUSES YOu! 

YOU GIVE 
LIVING & BAD NAME! 

YOU'VE GOT A PIN- 
CUSHION FOR. A BRAIN! 

YOURE THE 
JOKE OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD! 

IN YOUR 
HONOR ! 

TO PAY TRIBUTE TO 
YOUR LEADERSHIP! 

ON YOUR 
BIRTHDAY / 

SO THE GANG CAN 
SHOW YOU HOW WE FEEL! 

TO KICK OFF "CELEBRATE 
CHARLIE BROWN WEEK"! 

YOU'LL REMEMBER THE 
REST OF YOUR LIFE! 



SO I'VE PLANNED A PARTY 

TELL ME ALL 
ABOUT |T! 

AT LEAST I'M 
FAMOUS FOR SOMETHING! 

COMING FROM YOU, 
THAT'S PRAISE! 

I LOVE IT WHEN 
YOU SWEET-TALK/ 

IT TOOK YOU 25 YEARS 
TO FIND THAT OUT 7 

DO YOU KEEP THIS 
UP FOR FOUR PANELS? 

A-A 
PARTY FOR ME!7 

YOU MEAN YOU'RE 
NOT SETTING ME LiP 7 

YOU'NE 
SURE CHANGED / 

IT'LL BE GREAT 
GETTING SOME RESPECT ! 

I'LL SURE ENJOY 
BEING WITH MY FRIENDS ! 

HOW CAN 
I EVER THANK YOu? 

WELL, ACTUALLY, L THING 

NOBODY RECOGNIZES 
YOUR FINER QUALITIES ! 

YOU'RE ADMIRED BY 
YOUR FRIENDS AND TEAMMATES / 

YOU DESERVE 
MUCH BETTER TREATMENT / 

WITHOUT YOU, 
I WOULD BE NOTHING! 

YOUR HEART |S 
AS BIG AS ALL OUTDOORS! 

YOU'RE KIND 
AND DECENT AND LOYAL / 

YOURE 
NOT INVITED / 

IT'S ON THE 
DAY YOU'RE OUT OF TOWN! 

THE 
PARTY WAS YESTERDAY! 

YOU'LL BE 
THE ONLY ONE THERE! 

I WAS TESTING TO 
SEE HOW GULLIBLE YOU ARE! 

I'M TELLING 
EVERYONE ITS FOR LINUS! 

L MOST BE 
IN THE WRONG STRIP / 

WHY ISN'T SHE 
SUCKING UP TO SCHROEDER ? 

I WISH LT WERE BRIGHT 
ENOUGH TO KNOW WHAT SHE'S UP 707 

NOBODY'S 
EVER THIS NICE TOME! 

L'VE GOT A FEELING 
THIS IS GOING TO COST ME! 

I THINK I LIKED IT 
BETTER WHEN SHE DESPISED ME! 

CL 
KILL MYSELF ! 

MAYBE 
I SHOULD RETIRE / 

I'LL GO HOME 
AND BEAT UP SNOOPY! 

I NEED 
DEEP THERAPY ! 

I'LL PUT A 
CONTRACT OUT ON HER! 

ILL TRY 
REPLACING ANDY CAPP/ 



VEX EDUCATION DEPT. 

Everyone has his “Pet Hate”—and that’s good. Blowing off steam about your pet wonderful, we’ve decided to present a whole collection of pet hates. Now you can é 
hate makes you feel better. And since MAD’s purpose is to make everyone feel blow off steam about more than one, namely any that strike your fancy from. ... 

ATE E WRITER AND ARTIST: AL aePPEE COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 

Don’t You Hate . . . clerks who go to lunch just Don’t You Hate... a date who orders the most expensive items oRe : ; ; ae. 
as you reach their window! on the menu, and then hardly eats anything! Don’t You Hate. .. finding carefully hidden chewing gum! Don’t You Hate . . . talkative barbers with bad breath! 

= = Don’t You Hate... cretins who play brilliant phone games 
Don’t You Hate .. . restaurant workers who are so dedicated Don’t You Hate .. . idiots who play their vintage like talking dirty, or asking stupid questions, or Don’t You Hate... teachers who catch only you... 

to their jobs they even come in when they’re sick! sound systems at concert hall pitch! laughing, or screaming, etc., and then hanging up! when everyone else is misbehaving! 

Don’t You Hate... people who find humor in Don’t You Hate... people who can’t see the humor of finding 
the misfortunes of others! humor in the misfortunes of others! Don’t You Hate... meatheads who let other people in ahead of them onaline! Don’t You Hate... wire hangers! 

79 
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Don’t You Hate... fat slobs who go back and forth to their theatre seats! Don’t You Hate... “funny” doctors! 
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Don’t You Hate... turning down a blind date, and then Don’t You Hate... stores that are out of the one 
finding out she looked like Bar Refaeli! thing you drove 20 miles to get! 

. 
ue 

ult 
a AR eS ho ASS xy \ Zig - aE 

Don’t You Hate... parents who don’t supervise their Don’t You Hate. . . idiots who signal a left... 
a ill-mannered brats in restaurants! and then make a right turn! 



-. morons who leave burning cigarettes 
glass, and it’s not your color! on the edges of tables and desks! 
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Don’t You Hate... hot drinks served in paper cups! 

a fa 

Don’t You Hate... spare tires that are flatter Don’t You Hate... people who get sick to their 
than the one you’re changing! stomach in crowded places! 

HIS SS! 
Don’t You Hate... dentists with hairy arms! Don’t You Hate... magazines that print rticles like this! 
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BUT THE TRAVEL AGENT REALLY 
WASN'T MUCH HELP : 

7 CAN SEND You ANYWHERE YOU WANT 
To GO BUT | CANT 

GUARANTEE You 

WONT END UP DFAD, 
Ss OR WORSE. 

J Pe’ i) 

AS | HAD A DAY OFF | DECIDED To GET 

SOME REST AND G0 
CN VACATION. 

THE TAKE ALL YOUR MONEY/ THIS Has 
AND 60 OUT OF BUSINES CAR GOT 

TRAVEL AGENCY 7 fz To BE 

YouR LUGGAGE 
FLIES 

A FoR FREE 

So | DECIDED To DO ALITILE 

INVESTIGATING OF MY OWN, SOON IWAS ON MY way, 

WATCH YouR STEP ! }/ (GETOUTOF MY WAY~ ih) THE 

NoT THAT (IT CAPTAIN AND NOT ONLY Dos 

MATTERS. 4 HAVE A STUN GUN AND 

INCREPIBLY : S _~ A REVOLVER, 

CHEAP FLIGHTS 
BuTIN 

LY a TRAINED IN 
Zan a HANO-To-HAND peTSom 

GUARANTEED To aN Gam COMBAT AND 
ZET You THERE -\u Ni HAVE 7 
ALINE BUT NoT “| ~ \BLACKBELTS 

NECESSARILY IN 
Coe IN 

ONE PIECE. YE! TAE- Kwlon-00, 

A ! ED OUT, THE WHOLE 

EXPERIENCE WASA’T WHAT | EXPECTED. 

THIS IS YoUR CAPTAIN SPEAKING . Im GOINGTO 

NG AROVNO ANP GO BACK 

TORS CAN Do ANYTHING | DAMN 
WELL 

FRANKLY, IN THE END f was GLAD 
WHEN IT WAS OVER AN® tf WAS ABLE To 

GET SOME REAL REST. 
GEEZ, | FoRGoT 
To RETURN THE 

ANT TO Do: & wAS PILOT ERROR, BuT HEADPHONES, 

wy ap you MOST OF THE SURVIVORS \ WONDER \F 

[PZ yt CHANNELS OFYODELING) HOLD MAY | | Say HE DIP IT ON 4 (THEYEL CHARGE 
Ze f pun No MOVIE! 2. HAND WHILE | | buRPOSE. ME? 

BATHROOM e 

WRITER AND ARTIST: P.C. VEY 



SCULPTURE BY HERMANN “KNUCKLES” MEJIA 

THE MUSEUM OF MONKEY ART 
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PAINTING BY ROBERTO “BE-BOP” PARADA 
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PAINTING BY RICHARD “CRUMPLES” WILLIAMS 
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Sorry, folks... we'll have 
It's no use! This to take it back to the shop! 
thing is shot...! 

Wanna stop 
for coffee? i 

E« . 

ATT TST To 

WRITER: DUCK EDWING ARTIST: DON MARTIN 87 



ACHES AND BANES DEPT. GG _— ae ae 

—eorrerr Cheker Separation Anxiety A condition with symptoms 
ranging from feelings of helplessness to finger spasms brought on by 

watching TV while someone other than yourself holds the remote control, 
e 

It is commonly accepted among ignoramuses everywhere that 
humankind forever moves forward in the name of “progress.” But 
what is "progress" anyway, huh? Personal computers? Not when you 
consider carpal tunnel syndrome. ATM's? Not when you consider 
everyone who's been held-up at gun point at 24-hour banking cen- 
ters. Nuclear energy? You must be joking! Now some creep named 
Nekpar can build a bomb in his backyard and blow up the entire 
Western Hemisphere! Our point is simple: for every “progressive” 
action there is a disastrous reaction. Yes, we pay a heavy price 
indeed for “progress.” And to belabor this point senselessly, here's... 

AL MENTS Ypbiel ie 
ee ee “s 

BW eee IMI MM | 

MWoovenh Laporotomy moet 

ARTIST: MONTE WOLVERTON WRITER: DAVID CONNOR 

i 
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Heat Mukenwa 
The medical term 
for what hap- 
pens when 
you bite into 
a slice 
of pizza 
straight 
from the 
microwave. 

GAaAFAS they try, can’t get the mo 
yy 



Celhularectomy the procedure TEFL VET — 

07 | SN necessary for removing your car phone MMII “a ay p 
from up your nose when the ‘ LS8 A RSS ad) 

uy in front of you =; barcode > TR 
a y y =< L eZ fanen.% ahh thas LE NN 

H 43 a = 2 = 

© 
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Saget Interruptus Syndrome 
The irrational fear that as soon as you turn 
off your video camera, something worth 

@| inner Ear 
ge intaxion 

Ear damage caused 

by that shrill beep- 

ing you hear when 

2 you accidentally 

P| dial a fax number 

instead of a phone 

number. 

rea * 4 

Tettis Eayy 
The Freudian term for getting 
ticked off at your six-year-old 
which manifests itself as rage 

and jealousy over the fact that he 
can beat you at every Nintendo 

game ever invented. 

laser Eve ? 
Dizziness, headache and optical damage: 

brought on by trying to read a document as 

it’s printing, = ZS 
ee 
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j | a sett sear i T ME RI 
Sie BE Your NSURE, GO AHEAD 

BEST FRIEND! AND RIDE IT! 

ASS OV pw 

= 
\ 

acy ee ww 2 as 

p> _ 
PP vA 

S : 

San, THAT's oxy? NOT ANYMORE MSL 
EE, ROGER, WW AFTER ALL, YOU ARE NOT! YOU DON’T HAVE : 

MY BEST-FRIEND! A BIKE | CAN RIDE! j 

\F{ 

WRITER: DAVE BERG ARTIST: DOUG HOLGATE 

FIVE MINUTES AGO 

THE P Custard Pudding 

GODFREY 

Food banks Soup kitchens 

MY BIG SISTER 
IS IN THE 

NEXT ROOM! 

THE BEAVERTONS 
ey ov, vont TEL Me!“ 

B now ZEFFY NeEVS 
€5, TOO 2 

WRITER AND ARTIST: PAUL GILLIGAN 

100% TRUE 
BASEBALL FACTOIDS! 
Did you know that a batter can 

make two outs with one swing? 

It's called a“double play,” and it hap- 

pened:in the 2004 playoffs! 

Q? Q: Who holds the all-time record for 

fewest inside-the-park grand slams 
in one inning? 

A: Lots of guys, with zero. 

Roger Clemens was actually born 

William Roger Clemens, so he lied 

about his first name in addition to 

steroids. 

There is no maximum height limit 

for the so-called shortstop. 

Several women who got discounts 

on“Ladies Day” at Nationals Park 

were not ladies in the truest sense of 

the word. 

Q? Q: Who is the only World Series 
MVP whose name, spelled 

backwards, is “thgink”? 

A; Ray Knight, 1986 Mets. 

THE MAD KIDS SPEEDOMETER 
4.2 MPH 
-.-is how much faster you 
bop down the street when 
listening to your iPod. 

37-6 MPH 
..is the speed an 
unpopped kernel of 
corn travels from your 
mouth to the theater 
floor after being spit. 

...is the speed at which 
our socks inch their way 

down your leg. 

-.is the speed at which 
your undershorts inch 
their way up your butt. 

ASMYy 4ddlX “ILM 

SPONGEBOB \ pee CHEEKS 

IG1V@INVS 3SOf ‘1SILUV 

= a — ees 

Vfeneelion] 

TeNelinis" 
Sa\larePanic ARTIST: JACK SYRACUSE 

WRITER: JOHN FICARRA ARTIST: CHARLES AKINS 

NEW on DVD 

SouDWaRD 
TENTACLES 

91 



But you’ll look like a 
real dweeb if you get 
caught playing one of 
these air instruments! 

Sure, playing 
air guitar is 
one thing... WANE: Miss Plentney Bunt 

HOME TOWN: 

Pothole Villages 

Attempting
 

ride 

MA 

ARTIST: PAUL COKER 

LAST SES’? 

to nitchhnike @ 
levator on an © 

youtLL KNOW IT'S 
myis My name + 

HER BY: 

5 Flentney" 
WRITER: DUCK EDWING The ; RATS! NOW We’ 

& EVER KNOW Ways 

SCOUT’S DISHONOR _ tag she's ould CONTACT! ‘ inetiglassc 
Dea Ye TF FOO eee yippy" 
7 WE'RE LOST, ALL Detective Sem partment of 

? ale Sorelids UJeve 
' ST j 1 and 

persis IN Me ie NOT TO WORRY, ¥ eae peonectictls 

ae I BROUGHT A dae D.C 
; MOOT OF HERE? COMPASS neers 

ARTIST: BA
SIL WOLVE

RTON 

FAMILY FUNNIES 

jends 
| Mom, how come you and yo

ur frien 

watch so many soap ope
ras? < a 

WRITER AND ARTIST: | | 

TERESA BURNS PARKHURST 

, ~ AAR \ , he 

B 

Because they're all 

so true to life! 

x.) 
ouaa 3AvG ‘Yam 

Dy “a, 5? 
iN 

5) 3S0f :1SILUV 

1, Wake Up (And Take Me For A Walk!) 
i 

hd 

2. Th e Getaway (My Leash Just Snapped) 
3. Dog Treat of My Heart aa eS 

4. Do Yi 
If they're so true to life, how come ; ou Want Me? To Get Off The Sofa? the characters on the soaps 

never watch soap operas
? 

5. Sweet Sixteen (That's 77 In Dog Years!) 6. Party Up/Sniff My Butt! 
| 

7. Break My Heart — Buy A Cat 

8. Our Lips Ar e Sealed 
| 

If 
oe 

| 

(If You Try Giving Me A Pill From The Vet) 

WRITERS: SERGIO ARAGONES AND ILIA RUBINI ARTIST: CLAY MEYER 



fy IN BLOG WE TRUST DEPT. ee. apes ae ees 

+ 

a} 
[About Me] la 

[Name|Tad] 

[Days 'Til Drivers License|Way 

too many] 

[Best-Ever Wii Bowling Score|246] 

[Best-Ever Real Bowling Score|37] 

[19 May|02:09pm] 

| 

[22 May|06:24pm] 

[23 May|03:08pm] 

[27 May|01:35pm] 

[29 May|03:49pm] [30 May|05:42pm] 

[mood| pretty scared] [mood| [2X totally terrified] 

[31 May|07:06pm] 

[mood| completely panicked] 

WRITER: TIM CARVELL ARTIST: BRIAN DURNIAK Vv 



Ey FATS ALL, FOLKS! DEPT. 

As long-time MAD readers are keenly aware, artist/writer John Caldwell has spent the last several years 
meticulously chronicling the fiendish deeds of various segments of our society who have turned to the dark side. 
Priests, circus clowns, even tattoo artists have all been exposed to the unfiltered and unflinching sunlight that 
is Caldwell’s razor observational wit and sharp pen. But alas, his work is far from done, as you’ll see. Here’s 
the skinny on... 

NOUN) CALPWELL 9 

N, LITTLE MAN: 
TAKE A Gaorl! LET'S See WF 
you CAN COME WITHIN 
A COKOLLA OF WHAT T 

CRUSH THE SCALE AT,YO+ 5 

i 

They revel in humiliating 
ae 

those poor “guess your weig! 

schmucks at the county fair 

They leave the livestock scale in such : 

disgusting condition that nobody else can use it 

They refuse to look into the deep crevices of their being when small children go missing 

They change their will, ditching the traditional Plano crate burial in favor of a mega-pollution spewing half-ton cremation 
WRITER AND ARTIST: 

JOHN CALDWELL 

a) 

SE} bee = hal ang 
> Le) \ 

Se : ie 
' 

yo! ENRIQUE: 

YoU MiSseD A ad 
ZACK WEKE - 

They gleefully u se th inci dunk tank water dis principle of 
placement in their favor 

OH... YOU WANT A TiP 2 
HERES YOUR TIP. BE SURE 
YOU PUT THAT WINDOW Back 
De oe BREAKING \T 

LL YOU NINE WAY: 
GTO MONDAY, DIPWAD! : 

Bits 

= (qc % 8 i They unfairly hassle the 

: : ; ; drycleaner for not getting the 

pet stains out of their trousers 
<< “SS SSS sy SS NG 

They stiff the poor Sap forklift operator 
who hauls their fat sorry butt 

out of their apartment every time 
the overstressed heart monitor goes off 

To the utter and complete CICTIEN 
of their long-suffering Mrs., they 

always insist on belly-flopping into bed 
They have no qualms accepting bribe money 

to throw sumo matches 
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JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. 

WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 
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THE TOTALLY AMAZING 

B CORTE 
You can have incredible ABS with JUST ONE REP PER DAY!!! 
You read that right! Just one rep per day! That’s because the patented granite 
headrest on each and every AB Terrorizer weighs an incredible 786 pounds! 

Se - Sy 

“1 went from this... 

* Seven reps, done in conjunction with a daily regimen of running, rollerblading, wrestling, mountain climb- 
ing, liquid diet, yoga, aerobics, swimming, hiking, cross country skiing, sit ups, push ups, liposuction, chin 
ups, vitamins, food supplements, a round-the-clock personal trainer and a professional air brush artist. 

USE THIS MONEY SPENDING COUPON RIGHT NOW!!! 

Rush me my AB Terrorizer right away! | understand that if for any reason | am unhappy or 
not completely satisfied, Nordic Trap guarantees to feel phenomenally sympathetic for my disap- 
pointment without being required to refund the purchase price or assume any other responsibility 
whatsoever. This same sympathy clause applies to Nordic Trap’s exclusive iron-clad warranty should 
my AB Terrorizer ever break down or malfunction in any way. 

Name: 

Address: Mail to: Ab Terrorizer 

City/State: T Reps Drive 
iy/ state: Dubious Claims, Nebraska 

ZIP 68504 

What makes this incredible 
progress possible? 

The AB Terrorizer is a phenomenal combination of weights, pulleys, 
leverage and advertising hype! 

Isn’t it difficult to do even one 
rep with a 786 pound headrest? 

Normally, it would be very difficult. But because of the precision tooling 
and geometrically sound leverage pivot points of the AB Terrorizer, the 
786 pounds is no more difficult to lift than a small Buick of equal weight! 

Does the AB Terrorizer 
come with any guarantee? 

Absolutely! We guarantee that the AB Terrorizer is the last piece of exercise 
equipment you will ever buy! That's because once you receive and exam- 
ine firsthand this phenomenal piece of engineering, we're sure you will 
have learned your lesson to never again fall prey to the phenomenally 
ridiculous claims made by mailorder exercise equipment manufacturers! 

The complete AB Terrorizer is only 
There are no hidden extras! Your AB Terrorizer 
is available for pickup at either of our two 
convenient warehouse locations in Kowloon 
Peninsula, Hong Kong or Krakow, Poland. 
Should you wish delivery to your home, the AB 
Terrorizer is still only $249.95, plus $2,374.85 
freight, handling and bubble wrap. For even 
faster service call 1-800-HERNIA! 

Before you start any exercise program, consult a doctor. Before bringing 
an AB Terrorizer into your home, consult a structural engineer. 

WRITER: DICK DEBARTOLO 

PHOTOGRAPHER: IRVING SCHILD 



With its advanced, computer-controlled rack and pinion 
steering, only the Toyzuki WREC-4 hugs the road in the 4 CEA Our world- 

renowned 

toughest weather, from warm, breezy days to the worst onclwers 
—ywith—-9a- -of- 1t1 Spent over partly cloudy-with-a-chance-of-showers conditions. laden 

That’s why the WREC-4 was rated number one in the ET) man hours 
/ . s . 

designing this 
latest J.D. Power and Associates Survey of Unsafe Sport | == pare 

Utility Vehicles. It’s the rugged off-roader that brings the | nip alten 
| Imagine how is 

excitement and the risk back to driving! And with 4% snahdine 

APR financing, the WREC-4 \ ES een 
he He SS to work on the 

sounds more affordable than it is! = \. rest of the 
< vehicle. 

wwww.badcrash.com . 

Warning: Independent tests indicate this vehicle handles differently from ordinary passenger automobiles. Do not attempt to turn left or right, or the Wrec-4 tips over 

like a wobbly old card table. Even with airbags, always wear your seat belt, although neither will save you from being crushed to death in a WREC-4. Note: Thanks to 

A MAD AD PARODY WRITER: JOE RAIOLA AND DAVID SHAYNE = ARTIST: JAMES KIRKLAND 
intense automotive industry lobbying, the government classifies the WREC-4 as a “truck” instead of a “car,” which means this oversized gas guzzler gets 2 miles a gal- 

lon (your actual mileage may be lower) and pumps more environmentally hazardous fumes into the air than a catastrophic explosion at an off-shore oil rig. 
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WHAT COULD POSSIBLY TOP OUR DOUBLE DOWN‘ ? INTRODUCING OUR NEWEST SANDWICH... 

ae 
- 

(*Yes our filets are 100% Chicken! White meat, dark meat, legs, thighs, wings, 
breasts, feet, feathers & beaks ground to perfection! Breaded to conceal!) 

We take each one of the five filets & deep-fry ‘em once, slit em open 
& stuff ‘em with a buttery-type filling** and deep-fry ‘em again! 
(**We do not use fillers in our fillings, only 100% pure and natural lard! ) 

(Lightly cooked to bring out the flavor.) 

Then we add cheese — American, Swiss, 
Cheddar and our famous Pepper Jack Cheese! 
And we deep-fry it again! 

How do you hold the new Triple By-Pass? 
(Don't worry, we still didn’t add bread...) 

It’s like nothing you’ve ever tasted — 
and nothing you'll ever digest! 

$195 
Stop into KFC and ask 
for a Triple By-Pass 

an, ge ie KEC Triple By- Pass Combo Meal! Includes a full pound 

"exclusive deep-fried soda (regular or diet)! 

PHOTOGRAPHER: IRVING SCHILD WRITER: DICK DEBARTOLO A MAD AD PARODY 



TOWER! 
THIS IS FLIGHT 84! 

WE'RE /N TROUBLES | CAN'T 
GET THE LANDING GEAR / 

CHECK OUT YOUR 
PASSENGER L/S7, 

FLIGHT 84/ 

PASSENGER LISTP 
WHY? THIS IS A CHARTER 
FLIGHT! WE'RE CARRYING 

THE BROOKLYN MAULERS 
ROLLER DERBY TEAM! 

EXACTLY 
FIGURE [T OUT, 

DUMMY 

coed 

Mi 

wd; a 



foe) SITH HAPPENS DEPT. 

Jurmoll has engulfed the movie industry as legions desperately anratt Ne Ver 

Star Bores epic. Hoping to resolve the matter, greedy director George \ocas. 

begins filming while dispatching his lawyers to sigh merchandising Seas 

throughout the galaxy. As the geeks endlessly debate who's cooler, Dattn Mani ar 

So06a fett, moviegoers everywhere waste hours waiting on \ine, only to Ascaner 

that atter all the hype, this story-free, poorly-acted flick’s nothing mor) nan... 

I'm QuiteGone Jim, 
Jet-Eye Master! 

I am closely 
attuned to the 

living Force, but | 
follow a different 
path than most 
Jet-Eyes! | made 
sure | got killed 

off in the 
FIRST of these 

three lame flicks! 

i] I’m Mannequin Skystalker, apprentice to Jet-Eye 
Master QuiteGone Jim! Even at my young age, 

I can feel the Force within me! Either that, 
or it's puberty kicking in a little early! I'm 
also in training to be a loyal and obedient 
Jet-Eye! Already | learned how to roll over, 

beg, and fetch a light saber! To be a Jet-Eye, 
| had to abandon my mother so that in the 
future, | can become the father of Lube 
Skystalker and Princess Laidup! Pretty 
confusing, considering that everybody 

I'm the young Oldie Von Moldie! I've 
nearly completed all my training as 
a Jet-Eye apprentice! As a matter 
of fact, I’m so close to graduating, 
I've already had my picture taken 

for the yearbook! | was voted “Most 
Likely to Succeed in Sequels”! As 
part of my Jet-Eye training, | 

built this light saber with my own 
hands! It can cut through anything... 

except the overblown special 
effects to this overdone story! 

‘} I'm Shamu, Mannequin S 
stalker’s mother! | know 
this sounds strange, but 
Mannequin doesn’t have a 
father! | guess you could 

call it an immaculate 
MIS-conception! Oh, okay, 
so | did have a husband, 
but he made me promise 

I'd never tell anyone 
who fathered such a 

knows how this cash-milking saga ends! 

ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER WRITER: DICK DEBARTOLO 

I'm Death Hideous from the Dark Side! 
| inspire an unsettling sense of dread, 
like those “You have performed an 
illegal action” blurbs that suddenly 

spring up on our super-sophisticated 
computer screens when you haven't 
done a thing! My lifelong dream is 
to put an end to all peace-loving 
Jet-Eye Knights! | spread evil via 

holographic transmissions from my 
headquarters on Croissant — and to 

really annoy folks, | send ’em COLLECT! 

No BooBoo Nation! When | was 
younger, | wanted to be either 
a fashion model or the ruler of 

a small nation! This is the 
perfect combination — | rule a 
small, starving nation AND I’m 

emaciated and wear lots of weird 
clothes! My vow is to keep 

NoBooBoo a peace-loving place, 
no matter how many battles and 

STAR. BORES: 

jay ee EO ROy.UDe | 
THE FANDUMB MEGAMESS 
I'm Creepio, a droid 

on the planet of 
Tattoo! Believe it 

or not, | was made 
from a huge mess 
of wires by nine- 

year-old Mannequin 
Skystalker! In 

effect, he was my 
father! My mother 

was a plate of 
spaghetti! 

I'm Death Mall, and | wield a 
double-bladed light saber! 

It’s not quite as good as that 
triple-bladed Gillette Mach 3, 
but I can give my opponents 
a damn close shave anyway! 

I revel in the evil of the Dark Side! 
My scary tattooed face, 

glowing evil eyes and horned 
skull mean only one thing: 
KISS just might be able to 
stage a comeback after all! 

ANIE 
I'm Bar Stool! | was 
a sort of glorified 
garbage can in Star 
Bores IV, V, and VI! 
But now it's years 
earlier, so I'm an 

earlier version! I'm 
just like the later 
model, only without 

the driver's side 
airbag and automatic 

pencil sharpener! 

I'm Har Har Blinks, 
a Gungun! Gunguns are 
extremely intelligent 

beings, which is 
kinda hard to believe 

since we all tawlk 
wike liddle baybees 
wid iwrating voices, 
like Baabaa Walters 

on speed! Truswt mee, 
a liddle Gungun goes 

a roooong waay!! 

Yodel | am, a senior member 
of the Jet-Eye council! 

Famous | am for over 800 
years of dispensing wisdom! 
| was the one who proclaimed: 

we: | “The Dark Side is hard to see 
a in a dim light”! And “Why do 

they call it a light saber 
when it weighs ten pounds?” 

nd these wise, you do not? AM Fi 
3 <)) Well, 800 years old I am! 

Gems they all cannot be! 

| am Lace Windows, the only black 
senior member of the Jet-Eye 
Council! Actually, that isn't 

bad, when you consider that the 
other members are mostly green, 
yellow and magenta! As a senior 

member | no longer wield my blue- 
bladed light saber and | don't 
get to say a heck of a lot! But 

1 do enjoy a 10% senior citizen's 
discount at the Jet-Eye 

commissary and gift shop! 

I'm Pikachu! 
Although I'm not 

in this movie, 
I'm here to 
learn from a 

master! No, not 
a Jet-Eye master! 

I'm talking 
about George 
Lucas — a 

merchandising 



We're here | AM focusing on |=] Ugh! | haven't : ay Look at ‘em! Not really! The 

P only to Don't the present! I'm {2| smelled any- No problem! They don't Destroyer Droids are 
EN settle a let your focusing on the [fj thing this awful : They'll seem at all computer-generated! 
wA\) minor trade fj mind poison gas f@ since standing |< 5 have to concerned! They'll be added to 

5 | dispute, but i wander! presently being jl’ downwind from | do battle Are the Jet- the scene later! The 
} havea Focus released into ij Chubby the Fatt (7 | with our Eyes that Jet-Eyes are in the 

bad feeling ff} onthe /* this room! al at the NoBooBoo }/f Destroyer brave? hallway alone, against 
about this! present! |= Chili Cook-Off! Droids! a blue screen! 

\ wy /Th 

| AM the Queen! That's Ay On The Trade Yes, I've [— en! TI 
Youse save me life, so [i i §68He should! |i too kind! { Federation already | | Your safety |. Chancellor Valium in my 
mea save yer butt, and fi His whole is going made is all well | | dress! Great cover, huh? | © 

bringa youse to under- fit B shtickis |i like to invade prepa- and good, Besides, he’s wanted to | 

waater city! Gooda |_| warmed-over |"| warmed- NoBooBoo rations | | Chancellor, do this for years! 
thwang abouta under- #2 —| Roger Rabbit, E] over with enemy for but what Here's his excuse! 

waater city, you never |® minus the |] Stepin droids my about the : 

knowa if ita raining! |i ? ‘| Fetchit! and tanks! safety! Long live both Queens! 

QuiteGone! A We're going to Tattoo, a planet 
deadly blockade wonder you're that’s mostly desert! Their big 
of Federation a Jet-Eye export is sweat! It doesn’t —=' | Then I'm not sure 
ships is off Master! That produce much income, so they're You've come j.'}| What |) | what's not on sale 

to the right! razor-sharp a poor people! And kind of a atagood | parts yet! But I suspect 
mind never smelly people, too! They suffer yf time! Almost do what you're gonna |,_]/ 

Go to the fails! from taxation without represent- y everything you need is NOT gonna ¥% Zz a 
left, Oldie! ation, but WITH perspiration! i | is on sale! need? be on sale! 

pe 
au —_ 
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| don’t care what ; 
they say, | like 
Mannequin just 
the way he is! 

He's STILL free to} 
go with us! He's | 
so sickeningly 
cute the people 
here would PAY 
to get him off 
this planet! 

| made a deal! If 
Mannequin wins 
the pod race, we 
get the parts to 
fix our ship, and 
he goes with us! 

Droids he makes! Wow! 
Pods he makes! There's 
Does he ever that 
make his own Jet-Eye 

bed?! You -| intuition 
and my should see a 
own pod his room! 
racer! [g It's a mess! 

Skystalker! 
I made my }z' 
own droid, 

your speech is 
If he loses? suddenly perfect? 

No, the guy 
selling them! 
He looked 
delicious! 

If you see the guy == 
selling frankfurters, You want to 

send him over! eat frankfuters, 
I'm starving! Chubby the Fatt? 

Fi 

Watching me race my pod is pretty exciting, 
unless you happened to see Return of the 
Jedi, which had a much more exciting race 

through the 

Mannequin 
won the race, 
so he's free 
to leave the 
planet, but 
we can't 
take you 
with us! 

I'll Keep my eye on 
him too! I've develop- 
ed more maternal 

instincts toward him 
in a week than his 

cold-hearted 
mother has in his 
whole lifetime! 

before the 
Jet-Eye Council Lords? 
to tell you that They've 
the SissyLords been 
are back and extinct 

making trouble for 
for the Republic! 

The Sissy- 

Extinct, no! 
Maybe in the 
closet for a 
millennium, 

but now 
they're out 
and they're 

pissed! 

For the Republic 
trouble making 
are SissyLords! 

I just figured it 
out! Yodel isn’t 
wise, he’s just 

verbally dyslexic! | 7 

Pi 
B 



A teaspoon...a teabag... 
a teapot...a T-Rex... 

Thank you! 
Being able 
to see the 

reflections of 
the cards off 

his shiny 
bald head 

helped, too! 

Worried still | 
am! Fear, | 

sense! Fear is 
the path to 

anger! Anger is 
the road to hate! 
Hate is the off- 
ramp to pain! 

Where 
did 

Yodel 
receive 

his 
training, 
Rand 

McNally? 

Excellent! Without 
seeing any of 

these cards, you 
guessed all the 

pictures correctly! 

I vote for a vote of no That was the Queen Amadilly 
confidence! | vote for speaks the parrot talking! 

new leadership! But most truth! But The parrot IS 
of all, | vote that we since when Queen Amadilly! 
just cut to that final did she start Another clever 
sword fight which is carrying a decoy! No one 
clearly the only good parrot on will ever be able 

to harm her! scene in this movie! her shoulder? 

Death Mall's killed Quitegone, and I'm helplessly 
hanging on a bolt in a ventilator shaft without 

my light saber! I'm sunk! Wait! | can use my mind 
power to draw Quitegone's light saber to me! No! 

m I've got a better idea! Why not just use my mind 
power to send a massive heart attack to Death Mall! 
That will save a hell of a lot of fighting and time! 

I've come 
here to 

plead the 
case of 

: | my people! 
‘| I'm sure 

the Senate 
will listen! 

) Give up! You 
i ~©=rhhaven'ta 

leg to stand | 
on! You have 

no guts! 
You're 

NoBooBoo and her 
Queen are safe for 
the time being! 

Quitegone Jim has 
passed on, but I'll 

continue your Jet-Eye 
training, Mannequin! 

| thought you said 
politics are not 
what they once 
were! Sounds 
exactly the way 
politics have 

always been! And 
always will be! 

Politics are not what | 
they once were! 
The Senate's full 

of greedy 
delegates only 
looking out for 
themselves! 

You 
really 
are 

going 
to 

pieces, 
Quitegone! 

| don’t know what's 
wrong with me! 

I suddenly have no 
stomach for this! 
No back bone, 
either! And my 
heart's not in it! 

SE a 

Quitegone left me this huge black 
helmet with a note! It says | should 
start wearing it as soon as | grow 

up, because it will simulate an 
echo chamber, and cover my inept 

acting skills when | speak! I'm 



WHILE STROLLING 

THROUGH THE CITY 
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Every time 
you and your 

criminal 
organization 
finally learn 
to recognize 

007 on sight, SPECTRE downsizing means that you can they send a 
hire either the albino dwarf with the poison 

. , fingernails or the Indian rubber man who ” si ae 
You’re forced to contribute to the company pension strangles with his elbows - but not both. "” t Bon Pol 
plan, even though the average life expectancy of ae a ea y 

a member of your organization is 26.3 years. ac  @ © ifferent face 

nNl2 

Should have spent the extra $50,000 
for the off-shore hideaway WITHOUT 

the “Destroy Entire Island” button. 

WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN ARTIST: DREW FRIEDMAN COLORIST: LEE LOUGHRIDGE 

matsis they’. Siliew the 5 digaioe: the IRS demands proof that you 
1,800 foot shark tank exclusively for business purposes. 



Your psychiatrist 
has told you 

and told you that 
always keeping 

Bond alive so 
you can tell him 

your secret plans 
is “a spiraling 
self-destructive 

pattern,” but you 
just can’t help it! 

114 

VARIES 
BOND iF 
VILLAINS’ 

With all of 
Bond’s 
hidden 
devices 
and micro- 
gadgets, 
you’re too 
paranoid 
to work 
the freakin’ = Au 
coffee 
machine 
in the 
morning! 

Between the guy with the metal teeth, the guy with the metal 
hands and the guy with the metal hat, it takes absolutely 

forever for you and your henchmen fo get past airport security! 

Nowadays, 
when you 
threaten to 
detonate a 
15-megaton 
bomb in 
Washington 
D.C., the FBI 
tells you to 
“get in line.” 

After murderin 
the last 15 Nobe 

Prize winners 
who have secretly 
worked on your 

weaponry, it’s 
impossible to 

attract top talent 
anymore. 



CHANGE. 
CLASSROOM 

i 8) © MIXTURE IS PUMPED 
DOWN THIS TUBE. 

(F) LAUNCHING PAD 
©) GIANT SPITWAD 

(H) PAPER FEEDER. 

SS! 

DO 

(A) VACUUM: FOR 
SUCKING UP SPIT. 

(B) SALIVA VAT CAN HOLD (I) DESK GRIPPER. 
UP TO 5 GALLONS OF SPIT. © FIRE. BUTTON 

(C)PAPER CHEWER: PAPER 
IS CHEWED TOA PULP. 

(MIXER: cHeweD paper ©) 

N
e
u
 V

i

n

o

 IS MIXED WITH SPIT- 

3 
: 

eas CATAPULT HOOKS SNUGLY TO DESK AND BUILT IN VACUUM, FOR HARVESTING SALIVA 
HAS A PAPER FEEDER ON THE SIDE. MAKE SURE || FROM SLEEPING CLASSMATES” DESKTOPS. 
YOU DONT SLIP YOUR HOMEWORK THROUGH, 
UNLESS YOU NEED EXTRA AMMUNITION. 

WOUYLSDNA LN3AY¢ ‘LSLLYV GNV Y3LIdM 
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...the medical researchers we’re expecting — ..-the ‘‘Star Wars’? defense, if ever approved, ..-the only thing standing between us and fatal 
to find a cure for AIDS and cancer are the would be built by the crooks who charge $600 food-poisoning is the Food and Drug Administra- ...for every one television show that gets on 
same ones who have been completely stumped for a hammer, and be operated by the cretins tion—an agency that says it’s okay to have up the air, there are a dozen others even worse 

that the networks turn down and we never see! by the annoying common cold for 100 years! who were stupid enough to buy those hammers! to 14 rat droppings in a 10 ounce can of chili. 

WE THOUGHT THE GOOD FRIGHT DEPT. 

An IRS audit, riding the subway in New the mere thought of these things terrifies 
York City, the threat of nuclear war, or us. But they’re not so bad when compared 
being locked in a room with Don King — to really horrific stuff. For example... 

J tC & [ a | ly ARTIST: PAUL COKER WRITER: MIKE SNIDER 

on (4 wrod 

u| 

Si » 

..-the huge multi-national banks controlling the 
entire world’s economy are totally inept at keep- 
ing your measly little savings account straight! 

-.-most states have more formalized training 
and licensing requirements for hairdressers 
than they do for owners of cheap handguns! to think 

é 

...the nuclear power industry still refers 
to a near catastrophic melt-down which cost - helping others deal with their problems —have with music loud and tasteless enough to offend football players not drafted by the NFL will 

..-psychiatrists—those claiming expertise in ...tomorrow’s teenagers will have to come up every year, thousands of big, mean college 

$1 billion to clean up as a “‘minor incident”’! the highest suicide rate of any profession! arents who grew up loving The Beastie Boys! hit the streets as jobless and bitter rejects! 47 Pp g YP p g p & J 116 
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WRITER AND ARTIST: DON MARTIN COLORIST: LEE LOUGHRIDGE 



tes in the backyard, bat Ss 
: am 

g...Staring... STARI st ‘3 Can often be f 

- shopping for that oneal 
SO 

d on ebay.com, MELVIN long ago buried his statuet 

-lifetime find. can still feel their little ceramic eyes starin 

ecial cabinet in his living room to 

JENKINS has a sp 
iving 

rtment of Hummel figurines. display his asso 
Purportin 

chool football baer _ 

Se Nien 

MELVIN lessens the mint b i 

JENKINS sometimes looks th ie vee jon wth his hat of draw sual hisiald all card collection with his habit of drawi 

baseball cards and relives the thrill THIER IRE 2 ho de | | | 
sth s on the faces of i so) am i 

este cae eros re isin avery ‘claver whe diet: ection of vintage first editions of great books. MELVIN : 
: measures the wobble under his kitch 

table, walks into the antique booksh “a , W op and says 
Gimme about three inches of T E olstoy! 

scul rib is cl | 
; ees 

ulptures get better and better with prtetice 
1° al aN ; X 4 (a 

Sire Zi Ms a MELVIN also hosts a large personal collection of 

insects...but it’s not exactly what you'd call a “hobby.” 

MELVIN 

A 

angrily curses the uncultured boors at th i i 

e€ museum JENKINS carefully pins his collection of exotic butterflies, 

; who refuse to dis h m eautiiul Spe ns under glass isplay his all-Lego -Lego sculpture i i TIST: KEVIN POP rT Vv 23 22 p of Marilyn Manson. and displays the ost beautiful cime rgl : 
ARTIST: KEVIN POPE WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN : 1 



JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. 
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COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS 124 



HERE WE GO WITH ANOTHER RIDICULOUS 

Some favorites seem to stick around for gen- 
erations. To find out what the long-lasting 
link between parents and children is, simply 
fold in page as shown in diagram to the right. 

A> FOLD BACK SO “A” MEETS “B” 4B FOLD THIS SECTION OVER LEFT 

7 J yySEUM AMERICANA | 
ee EXHIBIT OF CANA 

i FAMILY FAVORITES ~ \ Pn 
i ae 

\ BIG ' 
1G : 

Bint 3 DEAL 

—— ap es) 
ve=t) p wT) Se a A Ws a AA 

A BIRO Ieee | SIG 

Z 

‘ a £ 

DISCOVERING AMERICA’S FAVORITES IS EASY. HIGHLY REGARDED 
““DISNEY-LIKE’’ ITEMS ARE EVERYWHERE. SO ARE OTHER IMPOS- 

ING EXAMPLES OF AMERICANA. BUT NOT ALL ARE “‘LOVABLE”’ 
TOYS. THERE'S EVERYTHING FROM GAMES, JUNK FOOD, 

DIET DRINKS AND SPORTS, TO TAPES OF HOME VIDEO CAPERS 

A> <B 



WHAT 
FAVORITE OF 

BOTH KIDS AND 
PARENTS IS 
GUARANTEED 
TO BE AROUND 

FOREVER? 
FOLD PAGE OVER LIKE THIS! 

AP<4B FOLD THIS SECTION OVER LEFT 

eo. Ce ae 
ed 3 / 

6%, 

i i hos Se Ce : 
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NURSERY WHINES DEPT. 

| drool because I've got no ; %, i 4) If it’s THAT valuable, | 
teeth! What's their excuse? : ‘wru . SLMEERI IED can give them plenty more! 

eee ay 
aN 

WRITER AND ARTIST: PAUL PETER PORGES COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 

Pe STS A OR 4 ~ & 02 . ng 

(Should | throw up first ! | don't NEED to burp! Mama!? Dadal? They all) «c°<g we ; | had three naps this after- 
-. OF poop first?!? A | need to pass gas...! look the same to me!! se age noon! Now...! wanna PARTY!! 

Ess / a za f y 

D5 
an ? 

i) —2 

Gx 

This always freaks them out! 

Se 



You'll Never 
Niiss An Issue... 

and Neither 

y) will Your 

al Bird! 

ipieuLoUSLY-LOW 
THI TICE INCLUDES A 

| SUBSCRIPTION 
D1GT rn YOUR iPAD! 

Flock to madmagazine.com 
or call 1-800-4 MAD MAG 

If under 18, 

please be sure 
to get your 

3} 

Mon-Fri 6am.-8p.m. Sat 7a.m.-4p.m. Sun 8a.m.-4p.m. Eastern Time parrot’s ‘ 

$19.99 offer valid for U.S. and Canada orders only! Foreign orders please add $10. permission? 



They say you can’t judge 
a book by its ag 
but you certainly 

can with this one! It’s.. 

MEI elUS) 92 F 
Do-pRioursals 

Wasting time has never been so easy! Taguig sep 

Presenting pages and pages (and pages!) — 

of the silliest stuff from the magazine that 

inspired the hit Cartoon Network show! 

INCLUDING 
Bored of the Rings! 

Man vs. Wild at the Mall! 

Star Bores Epic Load !! 

James Bond Villains! 

The Museum of Mon 

Spy vs. Spy! 

Planet Tad! 

NOTE: 
No eReader needed. 

Requires at 
least one eye 
(not included!) 
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